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05|IMAGERY Imagery is an important storyteller of our brand.  Below you will find the 
concepts of how we wish our imagery to speak for our organization.  We
provide two distinctive looks, and provide use cases for each kind. 

THE BRAND ACCENT THE FULL COLOR
The brand accent is great for driving home our brand in your 
materials.  A brand accent image is considered to be black and 
white with a red “color-pop.” The color pop can be used on 
clothing and/or objects of importance.  Remember to ensure that 
no individual ethnicity or member of a socio-economic status  is 
singled out with the “color-pop.”

Full color is a great addition to your materials to convey our 
story.  We encourage the use of high-quality photography up to 
professional-grade stock photography.  We ask to refrain from use 
of blurry or low-resolution imagery.  If there is also an opportunity 
to showcase our local divisions, we most certainly encourage it if 
permission is obtained from that division.

THE NARRATIVE
As stated earlier, The Virginia Department of Education (VDOE)’s brand is the single most recognizable identifier of public education in the 
Commonwealth to students, parents, educators, community partners, and various stakeholders.  This refreshed visual identity was created to align with 
the mission and vision of VDOE, representing Virginia is for Learners as the Department’s commitment to maximizing the potential of ALL students.

Likewise, the imagery should convey everything we stand for.  We want to represent all ethnicities and socio-economic groups equitably.  The images 
should be of high quality, contain diversity, and capture a positive classroom/program and/or at-home learning environment.
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INTRODUCTION
VIRGINIA’S VISION FOR SOCIAL EMOTIONAL 
LEARNING (SEL)

Virginia’s vision for social emotional learning (SEL) is to maximize 
the potential of all students and staff to become responsible, 
caring, and reflective members of our diverse society by advancing 
equity, uplifting student voice, and infusing SEL into every part 
of the school experience� To meet this vision, Virginia established 
a uniform definition of social emotional learning based on the 
Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning 
(CASEL) definition:

Social emotional learning is the process 
through which all young people and 

adults acquire and apply the knowledge, 
skills, and attitudes to develop healthy 

identities, manage emotions, and achieve 
personal and collective goals, feel and 

show empathy for others, establish and 
maintain supportive relationships, and 
make responsible and caring decisions.
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SEL’S ROLE IN ADVANCING EQUITY
Social emotional learning recognizes that 
every student—across learning abilities, 
race, ethnicity, family income levels, 
home language, religion, gender identity, 
and other factors—should be afforded 
high-quality educational opportunities 
that best promote their healthy social, 
emotional, and academic development� 
Social and emotional learning (SEL) 
provides a foundation for safe and 
positive learning, and enhances students’ 
ability to succeed in school, careers, and 
life�

Social emotional learning advances 
educational equity by:

• Supporting authentic school-family-
community partnerships where 
students, educators, families, and 
community members collaborate to 
identify and create meaningful ways 
to address the needs of students in 
their community� This partnership 
works best when the perspectives of 
all are heard and valued�

• Fostering trust and collaborative 
relationships where educators are 
attuned to and appreciate their 

students’ development, culture, 
and unique strengths and prioritize 
creating environments where all 
students feel welcomed, included, 
and supported� SEL helps students 
and educators develop skills in active 
listening, perspective taking, and 
empathy to build and strengthen 
relationships and create deeper 
connections�  

• Promoting rigorous and meaningful 
instruction that sets high standards 
and expectations for all students and 
engages students in their learning, so 
they can meet their educational goals 
and develop into engaged citizens� 

• Applying ongoing evaluation of 
policies, practices, and outcomes to 
ensure that all students have access 
to supportive learning and high-
quality educational opportunities and 
environments to achieve excellence 
in social, emotional, and academic 
outcomes� SEL implementation 
grounded in research and continuous 
improvement helps drive efforts 
toward optimal outcomes for all 
students�

Building SEL competencies occurs both 
explicitly through embedded curricular 
resources and implicitly through school 
culture and climate, including through 
interactions with peers and adults� In the 
long run, greater social and emotional 
competence can increase the likelihood 
of high school graduation, readiness for 
postsecondary education, career success, 
positive family and work relationships, 
better mental health, and engaged 
citizenship�
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WANT TO  
LEARN MORE?

RESOURCES

VDOE Quick Guide

Integrating a Focus on Equity into 
Social and Emotional Learning, 
Regional Educational Laboratory (REL)

How SEL Can Help Make Schools Feel 
More Inclusive, Edutopia

Addressing Race and Trauma  
in the Classroom

VIDEO

A Discussion on SEL’s Role  
in Advancing Equity
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https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/prevention/quick-guide-se-marginalized-final.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/infographics/pdf/REL_MW_Integrating_a_Focus_on_Equity_into_Social_and_Emotional_Learning.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/infographics/pdf/REL_MW_Integrating_a_Focus_on_Equity_into_Social_and_Emotional_Learning.pdf
https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/edlabs/infographics/pdf/REL_MW_Integrating_a_Focus_on_Equity_into_Social_and_Emotional_Learning.pdf
https://www.edutopia.org/article/how-sel-can-help-make-schools-feel-more-inclusive
https://www.edutopia.org/article/how-sel-can-help-make-schools-feel-more-inclusive
https://www.nctsn.org/resources/addressing-race-and-trauma-classroom-resource-educators
https://www.nctsn.org/resources/addressing-race-and-trauma-classroom-resource-educators
https://youtu.be/wn6HeVlzr20
https://youtu.be/wn6HeVlzr20


KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR  
THE INCLUSION OF STUDENTS  
WITH DISABILITIES
Inclusive education ensures that 
students with disabilities are provided 
with the specially designed instruction, 
related services, and supports needed to 
succeed academically and socially�

Social emotional inclusion ensures that 
all students have the opportunity to 
develop authentic relationships with a 
broad range of peers� Effective social 
emotional inclusion is person-centered 
and emphasizes strengths and talents to 
promote awareness and reduce stigma, 
prejudice, and discrimination� Teams can 
purposefully foster relationships based 
on interests, connections, and activities 
by building upon connections that 

already exist� By including students with 
disabilities in daily opportunities to work 
in small groups and pairs, students learn 
to support each other’s learning�

For some students with disabilities, 
weaknesses in social emotional 
functioning are part of their disability� 
For those students, specific social 
emotional learning skills should be 
identified as part of their Individualized 
Education Program (IEP)� Determining 
specific goals, evidence-based 
instructional strategies, curriculum 
modifications, and accommodations may 
help to inform their social emotional 
learning instruction�

WANT TO  
LEARN MORE?

RESOURCES

VDOE Quick Guide

Supporting the Emotional Needs  
of Kids with Disabilities

K-12 Inclusive Practices Guide

VIDEO

A Discussion on Key Considerations  
for the Inclusion of SWDs
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https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/prevention/quick-guide-swd.pdf
https://childmind.org/article/supporting-the-emotional-needs-of-kids-with-disabilities/
https://childmind.org/article/supporting-the-emotional-needs-of-kids-with-disabilities/
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/special_ed/iep_instruct_svcs/inclusive/k-12-inclusive-practices-guide.pdf
https://youtu.be/qAvHAdIfDvk
https://youtu.be/qAvHAdIfDvk


KEY CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE INCLUSION  
OF ENGLISH LEARNERS
Inclusive education ensures that all 
students, including English Learners, 
are provided with explicit and targeted 
instruction within responsive programs 
that support their emotional, linguistic, 
and academic development� English 
Learners (ELs) are coming to Virginia 
schools with a variety of experiences 

within formal and informal educational 
settings� Some ELs even enter the United 
States (US) or start US schools with a 
history of substantial interruptions and/
or lack of access to formal education� 
Learning to navigate a new school 
and new culture while simultaneously 
learning a new language can negatively 

impact a student’s self-confidence, sense 
of belonging and safety, and ability to 
handle stress or worry� 

School staff supporting EL students 
should prioritize the following through 
intentional routines and activities:

• Establishing a sense of safety  
and belonging within their new 
learning communities;

• Allowing them to be productive and 
valued members of their communities;

• Valuing students’ native languages 
and cultural identities through daily 
interactions and routines; and

• Honoring the students’ backgrounds 
and considering their unique 
individual experiences. 

Research shows how students who have 
experienced trauma or extreme adversity 
(e�g�, separated from families or victimized 
by physical and mental abuse during civil 
unrest and violence) will be challenged 
to concentrate on academics that may 
feel very disconnected from their lives 
and presented in a language they are only 
beginning to understand� For students 
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with these experiences, especially when 
they are joining a school system later in 
their academic careers, social emotional 
supports and learning are critical to the 
development of their positive identities 
as learners, their connections to academic 
content, and the development of their 
new language� Otherwise, schools miss 
the opportunity to authentically connect 
and engage ELs in ways that support their 
perseverance through the productive 
struggle of learning language, content, 
and the skills they need for success in 
college and careers� 

The majority of frameworks for 
integrating SEL competency training 
are not explicit about the unique needs 
of English Learners (Mapping the SEL 
Landscape)� However, Virginia’s SEL 
Guidance Standards can guide teachers 
to foster the development of positive 
student identity, encourage students 
to celebrate differences, and empower 
their voices by valuing and connecting 

with their experiences, backgrounds, 
and families� Additionally, Virginia’s 
SEL Curriculum Frameworks promote 
culturally responsive and trauma-
sensitive teaching practices in the 
educator notes embedded throughout� 
As teachers and leaders learn more about 
their students and families, including 
their linguistic and cultural identities, 
they have an opportunity to foster 
meaningful relationships and focus on 
creating supportive and responsive 
programs that develop the social 
emotional skills that students will need 
to be successful within Virginia’s PreK-12 
schools and beyond�

The VDOE recognizes the foundational 
nature of social emotional learning 
for students’ linguistic and academic 
development and will continue to 
build additional resources and support 
connected to SEL Guidance Standards 
and responsive instructional practices 
specifically for ELs�

WANT TO  
LEARN MORE?

RESOURCES

VDOE Quick Guide

Creating New Futures for Newcomers: 
Lessons from Five Schools that Serve 
K-12 Immigrants, Refugees, and Asylees

Supporting Immigrants in Schools

Newcomer Toolkit

Social and Emotional Learning  
for English Learners

VIDEOS

Key Considerations for the  
Inclusion of ELs

Webinar: Social-Emotional Learning 
Supports for ELs
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http://files.constantcontact.com/2b18842b001/24e4a953-0054-40c0-9e13-a11388f48614.pdf
http://files.constantcontact.com/2b18842b001/24e4a953-0054-40c0-9e13-a11388f48614.pdf
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/prevention/quick-guide-swd.pdf
https://www.wested.org/resources/creating-new-futures-for-newcomers/
https://www.wested.org/resources/creating-new-futures-for-newcomers/
https://www.wested.org/resources/creating-new-futures-for-newcomers/
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5d9b610753ba512b1fb88e9e/t/5da132192d11583e9993b3eb/1570845217344/SIS_ResourceGuide_Final.pdf
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/newcomers-toolkit/ncomertoolkit.pdf
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/edcentral/english-learners-social-emotional-learning/
https://www.newamerica.org/education-policy/edcentral/english-learners-social-emotional-learning/
https://youtu.be/UCbf8LOlifo
https://youtu.be/UCbf8LOlifo
https://youtu.be/ye80s0SJHqQ
https://youtu.be/ye80s0SJHqQ


SEL’S IMPACT ON SCHOOL SAFETY AND CLIMATE
School climate is defined by the 
“shared norms, beliefs, attitudes, 
experiences, and behaviors that shape 
the nature of the interactions between 
and among students, teachers and 
administrators” (Sugai et al�, 2016)� 
These shared understandings reflect 
the organizational, instructional, 
and interpersonal expectations and 
experiences that set the parameters for 
behavior within a school and serve as the 
context for how students, staff, parents, 
and the community report on the quality 
of the educational and social culture 
and climate of the school� The National 
Center on Safe, Supportive Learning 
Environments defines school safety as 
“schools and school-related activities 
where students are safe from violence, 
bullying, harassment, and substance 
use�” A school-wide approach to social 
emotional learning (SEL) can create a 
school climate that promotes the health 
and safety of the school community� 

Social emotional learning is directly 
related to improving school climate 
and school safety because it provides a 
framework for shaping the norms, beliefs, 

attitudes, experiences, and behaviors 
in the school community� Schools that 
foster social emotional growth value 
building relationships among staff, 
students, families, and communities so 
that everyone understands the vision, 
mission, and expectations of the school� 
With everyone in the school focused 
on developing social emotional skills, 
the school climate becomes optimal 
for learning and working conditions� 
School-wide SEL means schools 
create opportunities for students to 
learn and practice self-management, 
self-awareness, social awareness, 
relationships, and decision-making 
skills� School-wide SEL promotes a 
sense of belonging, prioritizes positive 
interactions with adults in the school, 
fosters student’s self-efficacy to solve 

problems, and encourages students to 
help others, thus creating a supportive 
climate and safer school� 

In a school where social emotional 
learning provides a framework for 
creating a positive school climate, 
students learn skills for navigating their 
lives� When students face obstacles for 
meeting behavioral expectations, and the 
staff responds with SEL-focused supports 
and interventions, students learn to trust 
the adults in the building and feel safe 
as they learn to navigate school and the 
changing world around them� Instruction, 
interventions, and supports with a 
foundation in SEL development create 
a common language and understanding 
among the school community� Whether 
the student is unaware of the impact of 
their behavior, has experienced trauma 

“When everyone in the school focuses on developing 
social emotional skills, the school climate becomes 

optimal for learning and working conditions.”
—National Center on Safe, Supportive Learning Environments.
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that triggers behaviors, lacks the social 
acuity to navigate certain situations, or 
has not developed effective decision-
making skills, the school staff is able 
to respond to problem behaviors with 
consistent supports to teach rather 
than punish� Providing students with 
multiple opportunities to develop social 
emotional skills is a powerful influence 
for wiring neural pathways necessary to 
build and sustain healthy development� 
SEL provides the common framework 
needed to ensure healthy development 
of the whole child in a safe school� 

Social emotional learning is not an 
easy fix for the challenges our schools 
face to provide all students with a safe, 
supportive environment, but when 
implemented with intention and fidelity, 
SEL can help to positively transform the 
way we reach and teach the whole child�

WANT TO  
LEARN MORE?

RESOURCES

Model Guidance for Positive and 
Preventative Code of Student Conduct 
and Alternatives to Suspension

National Center on Safe Supportive 
Learning Environments

National School Climate Center

Restorative Practices and SEL Alignment

Reflecting on School Discipline and 
SEL Alignment

Developing School-wide Norms

Planning Procedures for 
Supportive Environments

VIDEO

A Discussion on SEL’s Impact on School 
Safety and Climate
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https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/student_conduct/index.shtml
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/student_conduct/index.shtml
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/student_conduct/index.shtml
https://safesupportivelearning.ed.gov/school-climate-improvement
https://safesupportivelearning.ed.gov/school-climate-improvement
https://www.schoolclimate.org/
https://schoolguide.casel.org/resources/restorative-practices-and-sel-alignment
https://schoolguide.casel.org/resources/reflecting-on-school-discipline-and-sel-alignment
https://schoolguide.casel.org/resources/reflecting-on-school-discipline-and-sel-alignment
https://schoolguide.casel.org/resources/developing-schoolwide-norms
https://schoolguide.casel.org/resources/planning-procedures-for-supportive-environments-ost
https://schoolguide.casel.org/resources/planning-procedures-for-supportive-environments-ost
https://youtu.be/e4_sWTwqjqw
https://youtu.be/e4_sWTwqjqw


THE ROLE OF FAMILIES IN SEL AND THE IMPORTANCE  
OF FAMILY ENGAGEMENT
Ensuring that families are involved in 
Social Emotional Learning (SEL) is vital 
to achieving positive student outcomes� 
Children spend approximately five times 
as many of their waking hours at home 
each year than they do at school (Caspe, 
Lopez, and Weiss, 2018, p�1)� As the vast 
majority of children’s waking hours are 
spent outside of school, family modeling 
and teaching of appropriate social 
emotional skills will considerably bolster 
the efforts of schools in teaching SEL�

In order for families to fully partner with 
schools in this work, schools need to do 
two important things:

1� Schools need to establish and 
maintain authentic relationships with 
every family of every student� If we 
want families to work with us in a truly 
collaborative way, we must do the 
work that is necessary to engage them� 
It is our responsibility as educators 
to build capacity with families and to 
help them to feel connected to us�

2� Provide families with information 
(and appropriate instruction, when 
necessary) on the Virginia SEL 
Guidance Standards, so that they can 
effectively model and coach their 
children at home and in various other 
settings� Familiarity with the SEL 
Guidance Standards will allow families 
to collaborate with schools in this 
important work�
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CASEL suggests the following ways  
to include families in the school’s  
SEL efforts. 

• Inviting families to contribute to SEL 
goals and shared agreements.

• Inviting families to participate in the 
planning, selection, implementation, 
and evaluation of SEL programming.

• Sending positive notes home to 
families about their student’s 
academic or SEL growth.

• Asking families to share information 
about their child (e.g., how they 
learn best, what kinds of supports 
and approaches have been most 
helpful in the past).

• Inviting families to participate in 
SEL learning opportunities, family 
events, back-to-school night, etc.

• Including information in family 
newsletters about ways to practice 
SEL skills at home.

• Asking families about the best ways 
to communicate with them.

• Providing materials and experiences 
in multiple languages.

• Inviting family members to visit  
or volunteer in the classroom, 
observe SEL, and participate  
in a lesson or activity.

We know that children need strong social 
emotional skills at school, in the home, 
and in every setting in which they find 
themselves� Having families partner 
with schools through the instruction of 
SEL Guidance Standards simply makes 
sense� When families and schools partner 
together, students thrive� This is especially 
true when it comes to SEL instruction�

WANT TO  
LEARN MORE?

RESOURCES

VDOE Quick Guide

Common Reactions and How  
to Respond (PDF)

Children Coping Resources

Joining Together to Create a Bold Vision 
for Next-Generation Family Engagement: 
Engaging Families to Transform Education

Family Engagement in SEL

CASEL: Family Partnerships

Strategies for Establishing School-
Family Partnerships in support of SEL

SEL Discussion Series for Parents  
and Caregivers (English)

SEL Discussion Series for Parents  
and Caregivers (Spanish)

VIDEO

A Discussion on the Role of Families  
in SEL Implementation
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https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/prevention/quick-guide-se-wellness-parents.pdf
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/prevention/commonreactions-how-to-respond.pdf
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/prevention/commonreactions-how-to-respond.pdf
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/prevention/children-coping-resources.pdf
https://globalfrp.org/content/download/419/3823/file/GFRP_Family Engagement Carnegie Report.pdf
https://globalfrp.org/content/download/419/3823/file/GFRP_Family Engagement Carnegie Report.pdf
https://globalfrp.org/content/download/419/3823/file/GFRP_Family Engagement Carnegie Report.pdf
https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/uk/18/07/family-engagement-and-sel
https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-3/family-partnerships/
https://schoolguide.casel.org/uploads/sites/2/2020/09/tool-strategies-for-establishing-school-family-partneships_R3_Revised_ga-updated-9.3.20-1.docx
https://schoolguide.casel.org/uploads/sites/2/2020/09/tool-strategies-for-establishing-school-family-partneships_R3_Revised_ga-updated-9.3.20-1.docx
https://schoolguide.casel.org/uploads/sites/2/2019/05/2020.10.21_SEL-Discussion-Series-for-Parents-and-Caregivers-English.pdf
https://schoolguide.casel.org/uploads/sites/2/2019/05/2020.10.21_SEL-Discussion-Series-for-Parents-and-Caregivers-English.pdf
https://schoolguide.casel.org/uploads/sites/2/2019/01/CASELdiscussion_series_Spanish-2018.pdf
https://schoolguide.casel.org/uploads/sites/2/2019/01/CASELdiscussion_series_Spanish-2018.pdf
https://youtu.be/CJHQ2BzlvKs
https://youtu.be/CJHQ2BzlvKs


THE ROLE OF TEACHERS IN SCHOOL-WIDE SEL
Teachers play an important role in the 
successful implementation of SEL for 
students� Teachers can promote SEL for 
students in three broad areas:

• Fostering Positive Teacher-Student 
Relationships;

• Establishing a Positive Classroom 
Environment; and

• Implementing SEL Instructional 
Practices.

First, let’s examine why the teacher-
student relationship is essential in SEL 
implementation� Effective educators 
are those that intentionally study and 
learn about their students and school 
community; just as students are called 
on to learn content� We know that 
students enter school with a range 
of competencies, and how teachers 
nurture these relationships has important 
implications� Research has shown that 
students who learn from caring and 
responsive teachers were found to have a 
stronger work ethic and report a greater 
enjoyment of learning (Rimm-Kaufman, 
Baroody, Larsen, Curby, & Abry, 2015)� 
Students are more likely to engage 
in challenging academic and social 
emotional learning concepts when they 

have a strong and supportive relationship 
with their teacher� Students are less 
likely to open up about personal matters 
such as friendships, stress levels, or goals 
if they don’t have a well-established 
connection with their teacher�

While a strong teacher-student 
relationship positively affects the 
classroom environment, it can’t end 
there� Teachers should establish 
classroom norms and routines that 
promote respectful relationships 
between students� Allowing students 
to collaborate, discuss, and receive 
peer feedback is only successful when 
the classroom environment is safe, 
welcoming, and inclusive� This can be 

accomplished through routines and 
regular opportunities for interactions that 
are taught and consistently used�

Finally, the most effective lessons 
provide explicit instruction as well as 
opportunities for practicing skills beyond 
the lesson and throughout the day, or 
through connections during academic 
lessons (Dusenbery et al, 2015)� By 
weaving SEL instruction throughout 
academic instructional time, teachers can 
support and deepen learning�

“Fundamentally as every teacher knows, this job  
of education is a human one. It is about relationships...
When teachers are able to prioritize relationships and 

focus on the quality of their connections with kids, 
we see over and over again the teachers feeling more 
effective and the kids being more engaged, learning 

more and feeling more effective.”
—Robert Pianta in Creating Opportunities through Relationships (COR).
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Effective SEL instruction has four elements represented 
by the acronym SAFE:

• SEQUENCED—connected and coordinated activities 
to foster skills development;

• ACTIVE—active forms of learning to help students 
master new skills;

• FOCUSED—containing activities that clearly empha-
size developing personal and social skills; and

• EXPLICIT—targeting specific social and emotional 
skills (Durlak et al�, 2010, 2011)�

WANT TO  
LEARN MORE?

RESOURCES

CASEL Guide for the Classroom

Planning Procedures for Supportive 
Classroom Environments

Teaching Tolerance Questions 
for Reflective Practice

Student Voices – Their Perspectives  
on How Schools Are and Should Be

VIDEOS

Classroom Examples of Social  
and Emotional Learning

5 Keys to Social and Emotional 
Learning Success

VDOE Webinars: Social Emotional 
Learning in Literacy:

Elementary Webinar
• Elementary, presentation slides

Secondary Webinar
• Secondary, presentation slides
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https://schoolguide.casel.org/focus-area-3/classroom/a-supportive-classroom-environment/
https://schoolguide.casel.org/uploads/sites/2/2020/06/Planning-Procedures-for-Supportive-Classroom-Environments-6.11.20.docx
https://schoolguide.casel.org/uploads/sites/2/2020/06/Planning-Procedures-for-Supportive-Classroom-Environments-6.11.20.docx
https://www.learningforjustice.org/sites/default/files/documents/tt_questions-3.pdf
https://www.learningforjustice.org/sites/default/files/documents/tt_questions-3.pdf
https://traumasensitiveschools.org/student-voices/
https://traumasensitiveschools.org/student-voices/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DaCVfeWKTp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DaCVfeWKTp0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqNn9qWoO1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DqNn9qWoO1M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b0hbELIHkUs&list=PLRTyI0-OTuVMIb8D6674PK08N8fA_tyov&index=3
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/english/literacy-webinars/2020-2021/elementary-social-emotional-learning-in-reading.pptx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pZfltS8hJB8&list=PLRTyI0-OTuVMIb8D6674PK08N8fA_tyov&index=4
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/instruction/english/literacy-webinars/2020-2021/secondary-social-emotional-learning-in-reading.pptx


Virginia 
Overarching 
Concepts

The Virginia SEL Guidance Standards 
are aligned with CASEL’s five SEL 
competencies: Social Awareness, 
Self-Management, Social Awareness, 
Relationship Skills, and Decision Making�  
Each competency consists of two 
overarching concepts that provide clarity 
on the development of specific skills� They 
are listed below with the Virginia Profile 
of Virginia Graduate skill or “C” that the 
concept aligns with in parenthesis�

The overarching concepts for the 
Virginia Social Emotional Learning 
Guidance Standards are directly 
aligned with CASEL’s competencies� 
Each overarching concept addresses 
self-awareness, self-management, 
social awareness, relationship skills, 
or decision-making� The grade-level 
standards are organized under each of 
these overarching concepts and allow 
for sequential growth, understanding, 
and application of skills across grade 
levels� These overarching concepts 
can be taught and applied at various 
developmental stages to maximize the 
potential of all Virginia students�

GRADE BANDS

The Virginia SEL Guidance Standards 
are provided for Kindergarten and 
across two-year grade bands for grades 
one through twelve (e�g� K, 1-2, 3-4, 
5-6, 7-8, 9-10, and 11-12)� This allows for 
developmental differences in children 
and for repeated instruction across 
two grade levels� Careful consideration 
was given to vertical alignment, so that 
standards build upon the skills learned 
in previous grade bands�
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SELF-AWARENESS
SeA1: Recognize and understand the 
interaction between one’s own thoughts 
and emotions� (Critical Thinking)

SeA2: Develop a positive identity and 
recognize personal strengths, interests, 
values, and challenges�  
(Creative Thinking)

SELF-MANAGEMENT
SeM1: Develop and demonstrate 
strategies for managing and expressing 
one’s own emotions to persevere in 
challenging situations� (Communication)

SeM2: Demonstrate the skills related to 
achieving personal and academic goals� 
(Creative Thinking)

SOCIAL AWARENESS
SoA1: Demonstrate the ability to 
empathize with and show gratitude 
for others, including those with 
different and diverse perspectives, 
abilities, backgrounds, and cultures� 
(Collaboration)

SoA2: Demonstrate the ability to 
understand broader historical and 
social contexts’ impact on humanity� 
(Citizenship)

RELATIONSHIP SKILLS
ReS1:  Apply verbal and non-verbal 
communication and listening skills to 
interact with others, form and maintain 
positive relationships, and resolve 
conflict constructively� (Communication)

ReS2: Demonstrate the ability 
to effectively collaborate and 
navigate relationships while valuing 
different and diverse perspectives, 
abilities, backgrounds, and cultures� 
(Collaboration)

DECISION-MAKING
DeM1: Demonstrate the ability to 
evaluate, through reflection, the benefits 
and consequences of various actions 
within the decision-making process� 
(Critical Thinking)

DeM2: Demonstrate the ability to make 
ethical decisions as a global citizen and 
evaluate outcomes based on one’s own 
identity and the impact on humanity� 
(Citizenship)
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Overview  
of Standards 
and 
Educator’s 
Notes

The Overview of the Standards and 
Educator’s Notes sections includes 
information for teachers around child 
development and other essential 
considerations� The background 
knowledge and self-reflection questions 
incorporate essential considerations that 
embed culturally responsive instructional 
practices, trauma-sensitive approaches, 
and opportunities for adult SEL� 
Finally, to assist with vertical alignment, 
educators can view the standards for 
the surrounding grade bands� Educator 
Notes are located at the beginning of 
each of the five competencies (Self-
Awareness, Self-Management, Social 
Awareness, Relationship Skills, and 
Decision Making)�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, 
AND PROCESS (EKSP)
This section delineates the key concepts 
and ideas that all students should grasp 
to demonstrate an understanding of 
the SEL Guidance Standards� These 
essential understandings are presented 
to facilitate teacher planning� Standards 
are expanded in the EKSP column by 
outlining what students should know and 
be able to do to master each standard� 
This is not meant to be an exhaustive list, 
nor one that limits what is taught in the 

classroom� Instead, the intention is to 
identify the key knowledge, skills, and 
processes that define the standard� The 
EKSP is not always a one-to-one match 
of the standards� If the standard is self-
explanatory, there may be no additional 
explanation in this column� 

STRATEGIES
Within this section, you will find 
suggested strategies for teaching 
and reinforcing the standards in the 
classroom� The strategies found here 
do not represent an all-inclusive list; 
therefore, classroom teachers have the 
flexibility to select from these strategies, 
as well as those outside this framework, 
based on the needs of their students and 
classroom structure�

“When teachers take an equity 
approach, situating their instruction 
within a context of strong relationships 
and cultural knowledge consistently 
promoting marginalized voices and 
bringing elements of student choice into 
the lesson design they are practicing and 
modeling SEL. Teachers also engage in 
their own social and emotional learning 
while developing their own social-
emotional and cultural competence.” 
(CASEL, SEL 101)
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There are four essential areas of implementation for 
establishing strong social-emotional and academic classrooms:

• Supportive  climate and culture

• Explicit SEL instruction

• Integration and infusion of SEL practices  
into daily instruction

• Family engagement

Successful SEL implementation occurs when a teacher 
consistently and intentionally establishes all four of these areas�

Integration and Infusion

Fam
ily Engagem

ent

Explicit Instruction

C
lim

ate and C
ulture

SEL In the 
Classroom

SEL IN THE CLASSROOM DIAGRAM GUIDING QUESTION

1. How can I intentionally teach the knowledge and skills 
for each SEL standard?

2. How can I intentionally develop a positive culture and 
climate in my classroom for all members of the learning 
community?

3. How can I intentionally integrate and infuse SEL into 
my academic content?

4. How can I intentionally create opportunities for fami-
lies to engage in their student’s SEL development?
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SEL 
Competencies

“The CASEL Five addresses five 
broad and interrelated areas of 
competence and highlights ex-
amples for each: self-awareness, 
self-management, social aware-
ness, relationship skills, and 
responsible decision-making. 
The CASEL Five can be taught 
and applied at various develop-
mental stages from childhood to 
adulthood and across diverse cul-
tural contexts to articulate what 
students should know and be 
able to do for academic success, 
school and civic engagement, 
health and wellness, and fulfilling 
careers.”

—CASEL, 2020

The Virginia SEL Guidance Standards are aligned with CASEL’s five SEL competencies: 
Social Awareness, Self-Management, Social Awareness, Relationship Skills, and 
Decision Making� The five SEL competencies, also known as the CASEL Five, 
represent categories for organizing intrapersonal and interpersonal knowledge, 
skills, and abilities� These competencies as interrelated and integral to the growth 
and development of students� The definition of each competency explicitly 
addresses SEL as a lever for creating equitable learning environments and fostering 
healthy development for all children, adolescents, and adults� As such, they reflect 
intrapersonal, interpersonal, and institutional knowledge, attitudes, and skills�
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Self-Awareness 

The abilities to understand one’s own emotions, 
thoughts, and values and how they influence behavior 
across contexts� This includes capacities to recognize 
one’s strengths and limitations with a well-grounded 
sense of confidence and purpose� Such as: 

• Integrating personal and social identities 
• Identifying personal, cultural, and linguistic assets 
• Identifying one’s emotions 
• Demonstrating honesty and integrity 
• Linking feelings, values, and thoughts 
• Examining prejudices and biases 
• Experiencing self-efficacy 
• Having a growth mindset 
• Developing interests and a sense of purpose

Self-Management 

The abilities to manage one’s emotions, thoughts, 
and behaviors effectively in different situations and 
to achieve goals and aspirations� This includes the 
capacities to delay gratification, manage stress, and 
feel motivation and agency to accomplish personal/
collective goals� Such as: 

• Managing one’s emotions 
• Identifying and using stress-management strategies 
• Exhibiting self-discipline and self-motivation 
• Setting personal and collective goals 
• Using planning and organizational skills 
• Showing the courage to take initiative 
• Demonstrating personal and collective agency
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Social Awareness

The abilities to understand the perspectives of and 
empathize with others, including those from diverse 
backgrounds, cultures, and contexts� This includes the 
capacities to feel compassion for others, understand 
broader historical and social norms for behavior in 
different settings, and recognize family, school, and 
community resources and supports� Such as: 

• Taking others’ perspectives 
• Recognizing strengths in others 
• Demonstrating empathy and compassion 
• Showing concern for the feelings of others 
• Understanding and expressing gratitude 
• Identifying diverse social norms, including unjust ones 
• Recognizing situational demands and opportunities 
• Understanding the influences of organizations/

systems on behavior

Relationship Skills

The abilities to establish and maintain healthy and 
supportive relationships and to effectively navigate 
settings with diverse individuals and groups� This 
includes the capacities to communicate clearly, listen 
actively, cooperate, work collaboratively to problem 
solve and negotiate conflict constructively, navigate 
settings with differing social and cultural demands and 
opportunities, provide leadership, and seek or offer 
help when needed� Such as: 

• Communicating effectively 
• Developing positive relationships 
• Demonstrating cultural competency 
• Practicing teamwork and collaborative problem-solving 
• Resolving conflicts constructively 
• Resisting negative social pressure 
• Showing leadership in groups 
• Seeking or offering support and help
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Decision-Making

The abilities to make caring and constructive choices 
about personal behavior and social interactions across 
diverse situations� This includes the capacities to 
consider ethical standards and safety concerns, and 
to evaluate the benefits and consequences of various 
actions for personal, social, and collective well-being� 
Such as: 

• Demonstrating curiosity and open-mindedness 
• Identifying solutions for personal and social problems 
• Learning to make a reasoned judgment after 

analyzing information, data, facts 
• Anticipating and evaluating the consequences  

of one’s actions 
• Recognizing how critical thinking skills are useful 

both inside and outside of school 
• Reflecting on one’s role to promote personal, family, 

and community well-being 
• Evaluating personal, interpersonal, community, and 

institutional impacts
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR SEL IMPLEMENTATION

SEL Resource Library in GoOpenVA: 
A growing library of resources organized by 
grade bands and SEL Guidance Standards for 
implementation� 

VDOE SEL Webpage: 
This webpage includes additional 
resources, professional development 
opportunities and planning guides to 
advance SEL implementation at the 
classroom, school and division level�
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SECTION 1: 
SELF 
AWARENESS



OVERVIEW AND EDUCATOR’S NOTES: SELF-AWARENESS

DEVELOPMENTAL AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS:
• Students at this age can evaluate their own thoughts, feelings, and actions and understand how their behavior affects others.    
• Students are seeking to define who they are as they continually expand their mental and physical capabilities.
• The limbic system, the part of the brain responsible for emotions, is rapidly developing during teenage years, causing students 

to experience a wide range of emotions and frequent mood swings. Many of these emotions may be new for students, or 
emotions that they are familiar with may be experienced with more intensity or for greater periods of time (duration), and 
therefore difficult for them to cope with.

• Adult and teen brains operate differently. Adults think with the brain’s rational part. This part responds to situations with good 
judgment and an awareness of long-term consequences. Teenagers process information with the emotional part of the brain 
because the connections between the emotional part and the decision-making center of the brain are still developing. When 
teenagers are faced with strong emotions, they cannot always explain later what they were thinking at the time. That is because 
they were not thinking as much as they were feeling. Consider learning more about brain science and the teenage brain.

 ◦ Decoding the Teenage Brain (Edutopia)
 ◦ Science of Learning: What Educators Need to Know About Adolescent Development (Alliance for Excellent Education)
 ◦ The Teen Brain: Seven Things to Know (National Institute of Mental Health)

• Be aware of how personal life experiences, Acute Childhood Experiences, and trauma may impact a student’s ability to 
explore these concepts (Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACEs), Preventing early trauma to improve adult health, Center 
for Disease Control).

• Note that beliefs about emotions can vary by culture (Emotions and Culture, Greater Good in Education).
• English Learners (ELs) need to be confident in their bilingual/bicultural identity so that they can share their experiences with 

the world to know that who they are and what they have to say matters, even if it is not said in perfect English.
• As ELs are learning English words, teachers and students may define emotions vocabulary with emoji’s, graphic organizers, 

and illustrations (Lessons to Support ELL’s Sense of Self, NJ Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages/NJ 
Bilingual Educators).

• English Learner (EL) students may benefit from scaffolding of language.

EDUCATOR BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
• Self-care refers to the deliberate activities we do in order to meet our physical, emotional, and mental health needs. When we 

hear about self-care, it is usually in reference to adults. However, adolescents are under a tremendous amount of pressure and can 
greatly benefit from practicing regular self-care. Students in high school may be struggling with a number of stressors, including: 

 ◦ drowning in school assignments and extracurricular activities;
 ◦ standing out when it comes time to submit college applications;
 ◦ trying to figure out who they are;
 ◦ trying to figure out who their friends are and where they fall on the social hierarchy;
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https://www.edutopia.org/article/decoding-teenage-brain-3-charts
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https://njtesol-njbe.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Lessons_to_Support_ELLs_Sense_of_Self_2019.pdf


 ◦ rapid physical changes to their body as a result of puberty;
 ◦ many may be working for the first time and learning to manage their finances; and
 ◦ they are beginning to step into a more independent lifestyle.

• When adolescents practice self-care regularly, they are less likely to experience stress overload from the daily stressors they 
face. Additionally, research indicates that many diseases that lead to early mortality develop in adolescence. Therefore, it is 
imperative that we teach adolescents preventative measures such as practicing regular self-care.

• According to Greater Good in Education, “Self-Awareness is simply the ability to be aware of one’s inner life—one’s emotions, 
thoughts, behaviors, values, preferences, goals, strengths, challenges, attitudes, mindsets, and so forth—and how these 
elements impact behavior and choices.” Additionally:

 ◦ Researchers have identified at least six universal emotions: happiness, sadness, anger, surprise, fear, and disgust, 
with many variations of each. However, recent research suggests that there are at least 27 distinct emotions that are 
intimately connected with each other.

 ◦ Emotions are a response to an event, either internal (a memory or thought) or external (a conversation, a conflict with 
another person, or an upcoming task), that integrates physiological, cognitive, behavioral, and expressive processes and 
that may shape our reaction to that event.

 ◦ We express our emotions through our facial expressions, voice, and touch.
 ◦ Emotions last from several seconds to several hours, or longer, depending on things such as the importance of the event 

or how long someone thinks about an event.
 ◦ Emotions provide information about ourselves and they shape our relationships with others, in groups and in society, 

and can be determined by cultural beliefs and norms.

SELF-REFLECTION
• What are some challenges that I have faced in my own life?
• How would I describe my own identity?
• How aware am I of my own body signals and triggers? What strategies help restore me to a state of emotional regulation?
• Am I aware of how my implicit and explicit biases affect my relationships with students, grading of students, content delivery, 

or honoring of students?
• In what ways am I making an effort to reduce my implicit and explicit biases?
• How comfortable am I discussing biases with my students?
• Do I regularly provide opportunities for students to explore and share their thoughts and emotions?
• Do I recognize student’s emotions and validate them through my words and actions?
• What are my personal strengths, interests, values, and challenges?
• How can I develop the tools needed to navigate uncomfortable conversations for myself and students?
• Do I know how to find resources for emotional health in my school/division?
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VERTICAL ALIGNMENT
Grades 7-8

• SeA1: 7-8a, I can analyze current and past emotions by considering what caused them, how long they lasted (duration), and their intensity (strength).
• SeA1: 7-8b, I can recognize the relationship between my self-talk and emotions.
• SeA1: 7-8c, I can analyze my emotions based on my body signals, events, and situations.

• SeA2: 7-8a, I can analyze how my personal strengths, interests, challenges, and values influence my ability to plan for the future.
• SeA2: 7-8b, I can identify and communicate what motivates me when taking on challenges.
• SeA2: 7-8c, I can identify how my values and experiences influence my own learning.
• SeA2: 7-8d, I can comfortably talk about myself and positively describe my various group identities.

Grades 11-12
• SeA1: 11-12a, I can identify personal factors that will influence the duration and intensity of emotions I may experience in the future.
• SeA1: 11-12b, I can examine my emotions, values, thoughts, and biases and how they inform my thinking around future situations or events.

• SeA2: 11-12a, I can compare how my personal strengths, challenges, interests, and values have developed and changed over time and revise my 
postsecondary plans as needed.

• SeA2: 11-12b, I can demonstrate self-efficacy when facing a challenging situation.
• SeA2: 11-12c, I can express pride and confidence in my personal and social identities within a variety of settings.

“Self-awareness is our capacity to stand apart from ourselves 
and examine our thinking, our motives, our history, our 

scripts, our actions, our habits, and our tendencies.”
-Stephen Covey
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SELF-AWARENESS (SeA1)

SeA1: Recognize and understand the interaction between one’s own thoughts and emotions� (Critical Thinking)

a) I can analyze current and past emotions by considering what caused them, how long they lasted (duration), and their 
intensity (strength)�

b) I can interpret past events and situations to explore the connection between complex emotions, body signals, and thought 
patterns�

c) I can anticipate my emotions based on my body signals, events, and situations, and identify ways to cope�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Reflect on past emotions by considering 
what caused them and identifying their 
intensity on a scale measure. (a)

• Reflect on the duration (length of time) 
and intensity (strength) of emotions given 
different contexts or stimuli. (a)

• While experiencing an emotion, be able to 
identify its cause, describe its intensity, and 
predict its duration. (a)

• Discuss a variety of complex emotions and 
the thoughts and body signals that may 
accompany them. (b)

• Identify physical responses in the body and 
the emotion(s) they are linked to. (b)

Have students “dissect” an emotion they experienced in the past by 
completing a diagram similar to the one below.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Discuss past events and situations in terms 
of how they were feeling, their body 
signals, and thought patterns. (b)

• Anticipate emotional responses to different 
scenarios based on thoughts, values, 
feelings, and life experiences. (c)

• Identify a variety of coping strategies to use 
when experiencing strong emotions. (c)

• Analyze why current events may trigger an 
emotional reaction, and identify ways to 
cope with those emotions. (c)

Emotion Vocabulary List:

Happy: energetic, creative, amused, delighted, and 
motivated

Powerful: respected, confident, optimistic, 
successful, and valued

Peaceful: mindful, generous, trusting, empathetic, 
and appreciative

Scared: overwhelmed, insignificant, vulnerable, 
inferior, and terrified

Angry: jealous, furious, irritated, hostile, and 
skeptical

Sad: apathetic, isolated, judged, ashamed, and 
inferior

• Through journaling or group discussion, encourage students 
to recall various situations that elicited a variety of emotions 
and allow them to reflect on the environmental conditions 
and outcome of that event. Providing students with an age-
appropriate word bank (e.g. example Emotion Vocabulary 
List) will assist them with this activity.

• As a class, develop a “thermometer” for measuring the 
intensity of an emotion. Talk about how the same emotion can 
vary in strength. For example, the intensity level for “proud” 
would be different if you received an “A” on a test versus a 
report card. As a class or in small groups discuss times when 
the same emotion was experienced on different intensity 
levels due to the surrounding circumstances. Later, you 
can have students use this thermometer for check-ins. For 
example, you can ask any of the following:

o “At the bottom of your test, please put a number 
from one to ten on how confident you felt taking 
this exam.”

o “Before you hand in your homework, please use our 
thermometer to tell me your level of stress heading 
into this week.”

o “At the bottom of your paper, please tell me how 
comfortable you are feeling in this classroom using 
our thermometer. If your score is on the lower end, 
please feel free to share how I can improve things.” 

o “We can all agree that our main character is feeling 
(insert emotion). Let’s use our thermometer now to 
describe the intensity of that emotion.”
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Encourage students to maintain a journal of emotions so they 
can track how long emotions lasted (duration), how strong 
emotions were felt (intensity), and what physical responses 
accompanied the emotions.

o Encourage students to use their journals to analyze how 
their thoughts and values contributed to the emotions.

o Encourage students to use their journals to explore the 
root causes of their emotional responses.

o You can prompt students with a specific emotion from the 
emotion list or leave it open-ended for recent reflection.

• Have students identify several future situations (e.g., SOL 
tests, school dance, concert), and consider how they may feel 
in those situations given their emotions in the past.

• Provide a list of physical responses (e.g., flushed cheeks, 
sweating, rapid breathing, tears, tight chest). Have student’s 
list different emotions that may accompany these responses. 
Then, have students discuss how different emotions can be 
linked to the same physical response (e.g., flushed cheeks out 
of embarrassment or excitement versus flushed cheeks from 
anger).

• Have students select a complex emotion from the Emotion 
Vocabulary List. Then have them create a visual representation 
of that emotion using art supplies. Have students add text to 
identify the body signals and thought patterns they notice 
while experiencing the emotion.

• Model thinking aloud about personal feelings, values, 
perceptions, and thoughts; and how those things influence 
our emotions and behavior.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Provide examples (i.e., videos, articles, stories) of emotional 
responses that can allow students to analyze and evaluate for 
duration, intensity, triggers, and the impact on others or the 
environment.

• Explore the myriad of ways people deal with or respond to 
their thoughts and feelings; evaluate positive and negative 
impacts of different methods.

• Provide opportunities for students to explore the influence of 
family history, culture, and life experiences on their individual 
values.

• Encourage students to develop personal emotional regulation 
or self-care plans based on student selection of preferred 
emotional regulation practices (e.g., breathing, journaling, 
grounding) and incorporate opportunities for self-reflection 
daily to help students become more aware of their emotions, 
values, and thoughts.

• In their agendas, include a space for students to write one self-
care strategy they will do after school. Follow up with students 
on this commitment the same way you do with their other 
homework assignments.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• According to WebMd, there are many ways we can naturally 
improve our mood in less than 15 minutes. These include:

o Going outside

o Listening to music

o Taking a walk

o Stretching

o Eating a healthy snack

o Laughing

o Wishing someone well

o Connecting with someone

o Doing a good deed

o Clearing your mind’

o Identifying things you are grateful for

o Writing someone a thank you note

o Checking off a chore or task on a to do list

o Giving yourself a pep talk

Share this list with students and have them discuss which ones 
they think would work best for them. Have them make a plan 
for how they can incorporate these strategies when needed. 
For example, if a student identifies doing a good deed as a 
strategy worth trying, ask them, “What is a quick good deed 
you can do?” or, if they select stretching, you could ask, “Do 
you have a favorite stretch?”
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Create a bulletin board in your classroom or the hallway titled, 
“Wellness Wall,” “Stress Busters,” or “Ways to Refill Your 
Cup.” Each week have students write down one self-care 
strategy they tried, or plan to try, and add it to the wall. If they 
cannot come up with one they can look at ideas from other 
students to try. If the strategy is already there, they can add 
a checkmark near it or put a heart sticker on it to show they 
“liked it.”

• Self-Awareness discussion or writing prompts include:

o What are some things that make you feel (insert 
emotion)?

o Describe a time you felt the same way a story character 
felt.

o Write about a time when you felt confident. What 
contributed to this feeling?

o How do you use positive self-talk to stay motivated or 
overcome a challenge?

o What do you think was going on in (character’s name) 
mind when (event from book)?

o Write about a time your emotions impacted your actions.

o Tell me about an emotion you felt frequently this week 
and why you think you felt it.
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SELF-AWARENESS (SeA2)

SeA2: Develop a positive identity and recognize personal strengths, interests, values, and challenges� (Creative Thinking)

a) I can plan my postsecondary goals based on my strengths, challenges, interests, and values�

b) I can demonstrate self-efficacy when facing a challenging situation�

c) I can express pride and confidence in my personal and social identities without causing harm to others�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Reflect on personal strengths, values, and 
interests, and explain how these impact 
post-secondary plans. (a)

• Identify personal strengths and challenges 
that correlate to their postsecondary or life 
goals. (a)

• Explore the concepts of resiliency and 
growth mindset. (b)

• Identify personal traits and characteristics 
that will help them persevere when faced 
with challenging situations. (b)

• Approach difficult tasks as challenges to be 
mastered instead of threats to be avoided. 
(b)

• Differentiate the concepts of personal and 
social identity, and analyze how and when 
they are integrated. (c)

• Have students complete a personal strengths or interest 
inventory (e.g., Values in Action Character Strengths Survey).

o Have students reflect on their strengths and how they 
may impact their future plans and goals.

o Have students identify several job or career paths that 
utilize their strengths, interests, and values.

• Model goal-development to help students create their own 
short- and long-term (e.g., Specific, Measurable, Achievable, 
Realistic and Timely (SMART) goals to include action plans for 
achieving the goals.

• Have students create postsecondary plans considering their 
strengths, interests, values, and challenges.

• Ask students to predict possible barriers to achieving their 
goals. Have students explore steps or ways to face those 
barriers.

• Have students research the benefits of a growth mindset.

• Read a nonfiction article or view a video related to productive 
struggle and/or growth mindset and conduct a discussion 
about these concepts.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Define pride and analyze the factors that 
contribute to individual, personal, and 
social identities. (c)

• Display pride in their identity while 
appreciating the different identities of 
others. (c)

• Show students quotes and movie clips that inspire the 
opportunity to learn from failure. Discuss the feelings we 
experience with failure and how those feelings can impact our 
ability to grow.

• When studying historical figures, have students analyze 
evidence of resiliency or evaluate how increased resiliency 
could have led to a more productive outcome given a 
challenging life experience and/or situation.

• Have students reflect on the idea of identity by asking 
themselves: “What makes me, me? What story do I want to 
tell about who I am and what matters to me?” Follow-up by 
having students create a representation of their identity that 
may include individual strengths, skills, interests, and social 
affiliations. Allow them voice and choice in how they express 
this (e.g., collage, written essay, oral presentation, photo 
album).

• Have students choose a historical figure to research. Have 
them research that figure in terms of their personal and social 
identities.

• Have students analyze their own personal and social identities 
by writing an essay on the factors that contribute to their 
identities.

• Celebrate the different identities of all students by posting 
an “All About Me” board in the classroom where students can 
post writings, pictures, or artifacts that speak to their identity. 
Take time throughout the week to recognize and celebrate 
contributions. Provide opportunities for students to share 
their contributions with the class.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Have students select a “quote of the week.” Each week allow 
a different student to share a quote, mantra, or saying that 
inspires them to be their best selves or aligns to the person 
who they want to be. They can share the quote with the class 
and explain why it is important to them. Have space in your 
room dedicated to display the quote in the student’s own 
handwriting. A simple way to do this is to purchase a small 
white board and attach it to a bulletin board or wall. Kick this 
off by sharing your own quote and invite other school leaders 
into your classroom to do the same.

• Have students create a “Social Identity Wheel” by providing 
them with a circle divided into six sections. Explain that 
social identity refers to your sense of who you are based on 
your membership in certain groups. Allow students to select 
the labels for their circle and then fill them in. Possible circle 
categories include the following:

o Age, race, gender identity

o Nationality

o Religious or spiritual affiliation

o Friendship group

o Clubs, teams, or outside interests

o Description of your neighborhood or community

o Family

o Abilities

You may want to consider making this a private task, only to 
be shared with you. However, if you are planning to have 
students share their circles with the class; make sure this is 
clear from the start of the assignment.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

Follow-up Reflection Questions:

o Which identities do you think about or feel most often? 
When are you most aware of these identities?

o Which identities do you think about or feel least often? 
Why do you think you are not aware of them a lot of the 
time?

o Which identities have the strongest impact on how you 
think other people perceive or label you?

o Which identities, if any, have changed or are changing as 
you grow up?

o How well do you think the social identity wheel graphic 
represents your social identity? Would you add or change 
any categories? If so, which ones? If not, why not?
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SECTION 2: 
SELF 
MANAGEMENT



OVERVIEW AND EDUCATOR’S NOTES: SELF-MANAGEMENT

DEVELOPMENTAL AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS:
• Students are beginning to set goals and think about making plans for after high school, which is part of self-management. 

Development of self-awareness skills contributes to the ability to set goals and manage time, resources, and interests to achieve 
these goals.

• Some students may have trouble envisioning the “long term” in terms of goal setting and require help identifying and 
envisioning the steps in goal setting.

• When discussing postsecondary plans, be mindful that some students may be first generation college students. Information 
that may seem common knowledge may not be available to them or their caregivers.

• Many students are exhibiting greater independence. However, most will still benefit from reminders, instruction, and models 
around effective self-management as they grow to become responsible young adults.

• “More than nine in ten Generation Z adults (ages 15-21) said they have experienced at least one physical or emotional 
symptom because of stress, such as feeling depressed or sad, or lacking interest, motivation, or energy,” according to research 
published by the American Psychological Association. It is important to note that some students are much more sensitive to 
stress than others are; different students handle situations differently. It is important for educators to recognize and appreciate 
these differences.

• Students may need to try a number of organizational and self-management strategies before they find one that works for them.
• Self-management skills are required for social freedom and personal responsibility. Some students may already identify this 

connection but others may require explicit practice and examples to understand the importance of this skill.
• Self-management is directly related to success on self-directed tasks and learning. When students present difficulty with self-

directed tasks, it may be indicative of poor self-management skills.
• In some situations, adolescents are able to self-regulate just as well as adults do. However, when decisions are required in the 

heat of the moment, adolescents may not have the capability to self-regulate as well (Casey & Caudle, 2013).
• Teenagers demonstrate differences in their ability to show self-control due to their expanding brain development and 

maturational differences interacting with experience (Liston, et al., 2006).
• Developing self-management skills is essential for all students. When developed, self-management skills can improve 

interpersonal interactions, raise feelings of security, manage emotional responses, and help students meet challenges with 
higher self-esteem while reducing risky behaviors, like binge eating and drinking (Tangney, 2004).

• Biology, technology, and societal expectations, including homework and extra-curricular activities, together create a perfect 
storm for chronic sleep deprivation in teenagers. Sleep deprivation puts teenagers into a kind of perpetual cloud or haze. That 
haze can negatively affect a teenager’s mood as well as the ability to think, react, regulate their emotions, learn, and get along 
with adults (Child Mind Institute).

• English Learners (ELs) often require self-directed learning. Students who experience more difficulty learning the English 
language may have weaker self-management skills and require more explicit instruction in this area.

• Self-management requires time for self-reflection and self-care, which can be done in any language and at any developmental 
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level. It is important to encourage the individual differences of all students in these practices.
• Students from different cultures show stress in ways that may be difficult to interpret for those from other cultures.
• There may be outside factors that educators are unaware of that can influence a students’ ability to self-regulate.
• Students who have experienced trauma may have difficulty accessing appropriate self-management skills to meet their 

own needs. These students are especially vulnerable and may need support to help recognize and access necessary self-
management skills, including self-care.

EDUCATOR’S BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Greater Good in Education explains, “Self-management is the ability to navigate and shift one’s thoughts, emotions, and behaviors 
in a healthy way in order to make decisions and reach goals that benefit oneself and others. Ultimately, self-awareness and self-
management are closely linked. For example, being able to stop and calm down when one is upset (self-management) requires 
skills like recognizing and labeling the emotions that one is feeling and considering how they might be affecting one’s behavior 
choices (self-awareness).” Additionally:

• According to emotion researcher James Gross, when we regulate our emotions, we are using processes that impact “which 
emotions we have, when we have them, and how we experience and express them.” These processes are used with both 
pleasant and unpleasant emotions, and can be done either consciously (i.e., biting one’s nails when nervous) or unconsciously 
(i.e., expressing happiness when receiving a so-so gift).

• Stress can take both healthy and unhealthy forms.
 ◦ Healthy stress is primal. It allows our bodies to sense impending danger and make decisions to get out of the dangerous 

situation (i.e., seeing a bear while we are walking in the woods). Healthy stress can also be motivating. It helps us 
accomplish tasks and meet deadlines.

 ◦ Unhealthy stress usually manifests in ways that have students feeling overwhelmed and burdened. Unhealthy stress can 
also have negative health impacts (e.g., rises in blood pressure, stomach ailments). It can also cause students to miss 
school and not participate in class.

• Teachers play a significant role in creating a classroom environment that encourages students to learn and use strategies related 
to self-management. Self-management competencies help students move their self-awareness into action in healthy ways.

SELF-REFLECTION
• In reflection of my own self-management skills, where do I have strengths and areas for improvement? In what ways do I model 

self-management?
• Which time management strategies do I utilize in my personal and professional worlds to help me achieve my goals?
• Do I know and use healthy strategies to address my stress?
• Can I recognize situations that cause stress in others and myself?
• What strategies can I model and teach to help my students learn how to self-regulate?
• How do I provide students time and space to manage their emotions in my classroom?
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• What does optimism mean to me? What are ways in which I model optimism?
• How can I provide a safe space for students to work through their challenges?
• In what ways does my learning space cultivate trust among members of the classroom community?
• What are some goals I have set for myself (personally and/or professionally)? What steps have I put in place to achieve these 

goals?
• How can I model goal setting in my classroom?
• How can I help students advocate for themselves and take ownership of their own learning?
• What motivates me? How might this differ in my students?
• Do I understand what motivation looks like across different cultures?

VERTICAL ALIGNMENT
Grades 7-8

• SeM1: 7-8a, I can identify the difference between healthy and unhealthy stress levels.
• SeM1: 7-8b, I can apply coping skills to process thoughts, express my emotions, and manage stressful situations.
• SeM1: 7-8c, I can reframe a challenging situation into a positive or learning opportunity for growth.

• SeM2: 7-8a, I can evaluate my goals in relation to my previous accomplishments.
• SeM2: 7-8b, I can monitor progress toward a specified goal by developing checkpoints or adjusting the plan as needed.
• SeM2: 7-8c, I can evaluate how my ability to prioritize and manage my time impacts my goal achievement.

Grades 11-12
• SeM1: 11-12a, I can recognize different intensity levels of emotions that require strategies to manage my thoughts and behaviors.
• SeM1: 11-12b, I can consistently use coping skills and calming strategies to effectively respond to stress and return to a regulated state.
• SeM1: 11-12c, I can demonstrate the ability to reframe challenging situations from a strengths-based and/or growth mindset perspective.

• SeM2: 11-12a, I can independently develop goals based on evaluating my previous performances and predicting future performances.
• SeM2: 11-12b, I can develop a plan that demonstrates an understanding of how to set and reach goals that contribute to life-long success and 

encompassing social-emotional, achievement, and career goals.

“If you take responsibility for yourself you will develop 
a hunger to accomplish your dreams.”

-Les Brown
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SELF-MANAGEMENT (SeM1)

SeM1: Develop and demonstrate strategies for managing and expressing one’s own emotions to persevere in challenging 
situations� (Communication)

a) I can discuss situations when I experience healthy and unhealthy stress levels�

b) I can critically examine available support systems and coping skills to identify those that most benefit regulation of my 
emotions and stress�

c) I can demonstrate the ability to persevere and maintain confidence through challenges�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Identify healthy and unhealthy stress and 
their implications on health and wellness. (a)

• Understand why and when the stress 
response system is activated and how it can 
influence the intensity of their emotions 
and responses. (a)

• Recognize the physiological responses 
related to activation of the stress response 
system, and take steps to mitigate or 
understand how to reduce the impact on 
themselves. (a, b)

• Apply productive self-monitoring strategies 
to process emotions and reframe thoughts 
and behaviors. (b)

• Recognize and apply emotional regulation 
strategies that might include physically 
removing oneself from a situation. (b)

• Facilitate discussion about scenarios relevant to high school 
students (e.g., transitions, pandemic, biases, racism, other local 
or community challenges) that can elicit stress and challenge 
students to define the type of stress.

• Teach students about the stress response system and how 
when activated, it can affect health and wellness.

• Challenge students to maintain a log/journal to record 
emotional responses that include the type of emotion, 
intensity of the emotion, perception of positive or negative 
impact, physical responses, and how they managed the 
emotion(s).

• Have students discuss the following quote from Maureen 
Killoran: “Stress is not what happens to us. It’s our response to 
what happens. And response is something we can choose.” 
Ask students to reflect on how they respond to stress. What 
works? How can they channel their stress to motivate and 
push them to do better? How can stress sometimes be a 
barrier? Challenge each group to come up with their own 
quote or saying about stress.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Examine a challenge and consider how it 
can be addressed using individual strengths, 
or how it can present opportunities for 
growth. (c)

• Reframe a current challenge or setback, by 
reflecting on successes. (c)

• Demonstrate pride and confidence in their 
ability to persevere through a challenge. (c)

• Lead a discussion about types of emotional regulation 
strategies (e.g., self-awareness, mindfulness, attention-shifting 
strategies, forward-looking strategies, reframing, self-
soothing, positive self-talk/self- compassion) and ask students 
to evaluate how to apply strategies based on personal 
preference. Have students brainstorm additional strategies.

• Embed opportunities for students to foster a sense of 
community and trust with others. Encourage conversations 
about coping techniques and management of stress.

• Explain stress to students with a stress scale or arc. 

• Draw a bell curve on your board and talk about the difference 
between healthy and unhealthy stress. This is an excellent 
opportunity to verbalize to students that you want to be 
aware of their stress levels; knowing this will allow you to assist 
them in maintaining just the right amount of stress so they 
thrive in your classroom.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Consider numbering the scale and having students privately 
report to you regularly, what their stress level is.

• Create a space for students to use positive self-talk including 
identifying their personal mantras and strengths.

• Challenge students to identify how negative situations or 
perceived failures can present opportunities for growth.

• Create a classroom poster illustration about “The Learning Pit” 
similar to the one below. Model the creation of one using your 
own self-talk or thinking, and then have students create their 
own “learning pits.”
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Model and ask students to create an informative product on 
an emotional regulation strategy and its potential benefits that 
they could teach to a middle school audience.

• Affirm your students, modeling language that they, in turn, can 
use to affirm themselves. Place a set number of sticky notes on 
your desk each day for writing positive messages to students 
that use their name paired with an affirmation. Privately hand 
to students as you see fit throughout the day. The following 
are some examples:

o Melanie, you matter and I am glad you are in my class.

o Tamir, you persevered in Math today.

o Rachael, mistakes are part of learning—you’ve got this!

o Luis, you can do hard things—don’t give up.

• Use poem, The Rose That Grew from Concrete (Tupac 
Shakur, 1999) as the anchor text and have students respond 
in the method of their choosing (i.e., written or visual) on a 
circumstance where they (or someone else) struggled, yet 
grew from or overcame the struggle, and how they were able 
to do so.

• Teach students how to reframe present obstacles by reflecting 
on past successes and strategies that led to those past 
successes.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Using “ABRA” (the first four letters of “Abracadabra” from 
Aramaic meaning “I create as I speak,” or Hebrew “It will 
be created in my words”). Have them start by identifying a 
negative phrase they tend to say to themselves, then:

o A - Acknowledge the negative self-talk;

o B - Breathe, to calm down;

o R – Release, letting go of what you do not want; and

o A – Align to what you really want, use your imagination to 
create positive self-talk.
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SELF-MANAGEMENT (SeM2)

SeM2: Demonstrate the skills related to achieving personal and academic goals� (Creative Thinking)

a) I can anticipate barriers that may impact my progress towards a goal�

b) I can demonstrate an understanding that goal setting supports long-term success�

c) I can apply goal-setting skills to both short- and long-term goals�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Analyze habits, academic skills, and other 
personal circumstances to assess individual 
strengths and challenges. (a)

• Recognize that there may be obstacles out 
of their control that can impede their goal 
progress. (a)

• Identify potential barriers to progress when 
setting goals. (a)

• Analyze previous and current performances 
to reflect on the value of setting goals. (b)

• Reflect on previous and current 
performance to develop personalized 
short- and long-term SMART goals that are 
specific, manageable, achievable, relevant, 
and time bound. (c)

• Develop and align the action steps needed 
to reach their goals. (c)

• Teach students about the importance of setting goals. Explain 
the difference between long-term and short-term goals, and 
have students come up with examples. 

• As a class, discuss some of the common goals that students 
may have (i.e., passing ninth grade and moving to tenth, 
winning a sports event) and some of the obstacles that they 
may face in achieving those goals.

• Have a conversation with students about some of the things 
that may get in the way of them achieving their goals (i.e., 
both internal and external forces).

• The next time you assign a big project or an exam, have 
students develop an individual study or work plan. Provide 
them with a calendar, and encourage them to break up the 
study guide or project tasks into manageable chunks. Have 
them put other obligations or activities on the calendar 
that may impact their time so they can plan around other 
obligations (e.g., babysitting, practice, plans with friends, 
mom’s birthday).
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Develop a purposeful check-in system to 
monitor and evaluate progress of goals. (c)

• Have students research various strategies for time 
management and generate a class list. The following are some 
examples that students may find:

o Start your day with a clear focus.

o Have a task list that you refer to often.

o Focus on high-priority tasks first.

o Minimize interruptions.

o Avoid procrastination.

o Break big tasks into smaller ones. 

o Use an agenda, planner, or calendar.

o Limit multi-tasking; work on one thing at a time.

After generating your class list, have students discuss which 
ten they think are the most valuable. Write this “top ten list” 
on a poster or piece of large paper to post in your room.

• Use surveys, checklists, and career exploration to cultivate 
interest in possible pathways that include specific skills and 
coursework. Emphasize that many steps may be needed to 
get to where they want to be.

• Have a goal-setting discussion or use writing prompts.

o Think about a time you achieved a goal. How did you do 
it? How did you feel?

o Have you ever felt like giving up at something you wanted 
to get better at? How did you handle it?
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Provide students with real work examples and tools for plan 
development, time management, and overall organization, 
(e.g., electronic files) that can assist them in meeting goals. 
Teach naming conventions for titles, folders, shared drive 
folders, etc.

• Model SMART goal development using behavior and 
academic goals in a specific setting.

• Have students identify a daily, weekly, or monthly academic 
SMART goal and break it into smaller steps to achieve that 
goal. Have students track their progress through journaling, 
charts, or graphs.

• Have students create a yearly goal that they would like to 
achieve (i.e., academic and/or personal).

• Assist students in creating realistic goals and build in 
opportunities to meet individually with them to check 
progress (either positive or stagnate) or how they have made 
revisions to address realistic challenges or barriers. 

• Have students create a vision board with their goal at the top.

• Develop Accountability Partners and regularly allow partners 
to use an established protocol to check in on goal progress.

• Share various ways (i.e., tools, apps) to track personal progress, 
such as notes and reminders, that support checking in.
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SECTION 3: 
SOCIAL 
AWARENESS



OVERVIEW AND EDUCATOR’S NOTES: SOCIAL AWARENESS

DEVELOPMENTAL AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS:
• There are a number of social issues facing teens today that other generations didn’t deal with. Advances in technology, access 

to 24/7 news, and the rise of social media have contributed to a change in the ways in which our young people interact with 
each other, learn, and receive information.

• Students entering high school must cope with complex social dynamics at school concurrent with the physical changes of puberty.
• While friends have always been important to students, they now become vital. Students have an increased need to identify 

with groups that align with their values and interests.
• Purposefully group students’ together, using roles and grouping structures, who are from dissimilar groups with focused topics 

related to content or skills that create multiple perspectives.
• It is important to tailor lessons to the students in your school. Be sure that students who have experienced, or are experiencing, 

poverty, discrimination, or other systemic inequalities do not feel stigmatized or exposed. We want to encourage students 
who have not experienced these hardships first-hand to develop compassion for those who have. We also want to encourage 
students to take action to address issues of poverty and inequality.

• Gratitude cannot be imposed from the outside. Suggesting that children “look on the bright side” in the face of personal 
struggle, community suffering, and/or systemic inequities would be very dismissive.

• When teaching a concept rooted in a specific time period, be inclusive of a variety of perspectives, cultures, and experiences 
that could expand the lens so that learners see and understand the diverse views at that time, which could vary depending on 
the race, gender, culture, ethnicity, or group.

• The language complexities of the skills associated with social awareness can make these skills challenging for students with 
language-based learning differences to master. Therefore, explicit instruction with modeling and feedback is necessary to 
break the skills down and allow students to understand and apply their knowledge and awareness (landmark outreach.org).

• Students with disabilities may have more difficulty understanding social cues. While some students may readily recognize cues, 
some students may need instruction that is more explicit.

• Low self-esteem can hinder how a child experiences what should be positive social situations, making it difficult for them 
to integrate with their peers. The inability to relate to others or understand one’s own feelings can lead to uncontrollable 
emotions and even aggressive behavior.

• Students, regardless of their culture of origin, may not understand the cultural practices of another culture.
• English Language Learners (ELLs) need to be confident in their bilingual/bicultural identity so that they can share their 

experiences with the world to know that who they are and what they have to say matters, even if it isn’t said in perfect English.

EDUCATOR BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Greater Good in Education explains, “Social awareness involves the ability to understand and empathize with others, particularly with 
people from different backgrounds than one’s own. Helping students navigate their changing awareness of the world around them is 
critical during early adolescence. It is important to help students understand, provide examples of, and demonstrate empathy.”
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“Empathy is the quality of being in tune with the emotions of others. Sometimes the term empathy refers to the ability 
to imagine and understand how other people might be thinking or feeling (what researchers call cognitive empathy or 
perspective-taking); other times it indicates the capacity to sense others’ emotions and experience feelings that mirror theirs 
(referred to as emotional or affective empathy). Empathy is what enables us to extend beyond our own point of view and 
truly care for each other.” 

Student interactions with both peers and adults may show increased levels of empathy and understanding about others’ points of 
view� Empathy is important for many reasons, but below are a few specific examples worth consideration�

• Empathy is one of the qualities that students value most in their teachers.
• Empathy can reduce prejudice and racism. By making us feel for and want to help others, including those from stigmatized 

groups, empathy can fight inequality (conversely, increased inequality can reduce empathy).
• Across many studies, teacher empathy relates to more positive student outcomes, such as greater participation and motivation 

to learn, increased self-esteem, social connections and skills, and decreased disruptive behavior and absences.
• In personal relationships, empathy can deepen intimacy and boost relationship satisfaction.

Being empathic toward students directly correlates with our ability to share in their feelings and perspectives and understand their 
academic needs� Empathy maps can be a scaffold that individual teachers or grade-level teams use to begin empathizing with 
students while simultaneously increasing their knowledge of them, which is critical for raising equity in schools (Edutopia)�

Gratitude has been scientifically shown to improve one’s mental health� Simple, daily practices in gratitude have also been shown 
to improve positive brain functioning�

“Teens tend to respond more positively to lessons and activities that help them understand themselves and connect with peers. 
When compared with their less grateful (and more materialistic) peers, grateful youth are happier and more satisfied with their lives, 
friends, family, neighborhood, and selves. They also report more hope, greater engagement with their hobbies, higher GPAs—and 
less envy and depression” (How to Teach Gratitude to Tweens and Teens)�

Modeling is key when it comes to students learning how to express gratitude, seek to learn from others, and stand up for 
things that are unfair or biased� Students should be encouraged to openly express their frustrations around events or systems 
that seem unfair or biased� They will need help building their vocabulary around social justice� Our students need us to be 
prepared to support them and to step into a school leadership role to foster equity, address racism, and advocate for those 
being left behind�

“Processing a life experience through a grateful lens does not mean denying negativity� It is not a form of superficial 
“happiology�” Instead, it means realizing the power you have to transform an obstacle into an opportunity� It means reframing 
a loss into a potential gain, recasting negativity into positive channels for gratitude” (How Gratitude Can Help You Through 
Hard Times)�
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As humans, we are wired to recognize patterns and make generalizations that help us make judgements and decisions� In many 
situations, these unconscious biases are a normal, healthy aspect of who we are and help us navigate our surroundings� However, 
there are times when biases can cause us to act in ways that are counter to our personal values and goals� Consider learning more 
about how our implicit biases can cause us to make assumptions and influence how we respond to others� Learn more:

• Implicit Bias (UCLA Equity, Diversity & Inclusion), and
• 7 Steps to: Mitigating Unconscious Bias in Teaching and Learning (University of Leicester).

SELF-REFLECTION
• How do I regularly practice gratitude?
• When I see staff or students being treated unfairly, do I intervene? If so, how?
• How can I learn more about the cultures of my students and their families?
• How can I uplift student perspectives, beliefs, and cultural values that are the same and different from my own?
• How do I show empathy and gratitude in my interactions with my students and colleagues?
• How can I encourage my students to value diversity and empathize with peers that are different from themselves?
• How do I disrupt racist and/or exclusionary practices, curriculum, and policies to be an ally for all students?
• Do I understand my own cultural identity, and its implications in my interactions and attitudes toward school and how others 

may have different experiences?

VERTICAL ALIGNMENT
Grades 7-8

• SoA1: 7-8a, I can accept when the viewpoints or perceptions of others are different from mine.
• SoA1: 7-8b, I can develop an understanding and appreciation of different abilities, backgrounds, cultures, and social groups.
• SoA1: 7-8c, I can independently express gratitude in multiple settings.

• SoA2: 7-8a, I can recognize and describe unfairness and injustice in many forms including attitudes, speech, behaviors, policies, practices, and laws.
• SoA2: 7-8b, I can explain the difference between conscious bias and unconscious (implicit) bias.

Grades 11-12
• SoA1: 11-12a, I can relate to and build connections with other people by showing them empathy, compassion, and understanding by highlighting and 

honoring differing perspectives, abilities, backgrounds, cultures, or social groups.

• SoA2: 11-12a, I can recognize, describe, and distinguish inequity and injustice at different levels of society.
• SoA2: 11-12b, I can identify and work to address my own conscious biases and implicit (unconscious) biases.

“Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter.”
-Martin Luther King
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SOCIAL AWARENESS (SoA1)

SoA1: Demonstrate the ability to empathize with and show gratitude for others, including those with different and diverse 
perspectives, abilities, backgrounds, and cultures� (Collaboration)

a) I can demonstrate empathy by predicting how my own actions might affect the feelings of others�

b) I can show positive regard for and work with peers who have different abilities, perspectives, backgrounds, cultures, or 
social groups�

c) I can identify things I am grateful for even in challenging or stressful life experiences�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Examine how individual experiences, 
abilities, background, culture, and values 
influence personal perspectives. (a)

• Discuss future situations or events and 
predict how their actions might affect the 
feelings of others, considering a variety of 
perspectives. (a)

• Demonstrate positive regard for others by 
working collaboratively on a project and 
accepting input from all. (b) 

• Welcome the opportunity to work with 
partners that might have different abilities, 
perspectives, backgrounds, cultures, or 
social groups than their own. (b)

• Use literature to show characters considering the feelings of 
others when determining their actions. Have students think 
about potential situations when they may need to consider 
the feelings of others.

• Challenge students to practice seeing things from another 
person’s point of view. Present several age-appropriate 
scenarios and ask students to consider, “How might you 
respond if you were in the same position?” or “What factors 
might contribute to how a person acts in a particular setting or 
situation?”

• Have students think of a time when someone they considered 
close to them said or did something that hurt their feelings or 
was offensive. Have students consider the following:

o What was the other student’s perspective?

o Did the person mean to be offensive?

o Is there a way to let the other person know that they hurt 
or offended them?

o When considering the feelings and perspectives of others, 
hurting or offending others may happen less frequently.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Recognize that they still have things to be 
grateful for, even in challenging or stressful 
times. (c)

• Discuss several things they can be grateful 
for during stressful or challenging times. (c)

• Write the following on the board: Impossible = I – m – 
possible. Explain to students that whenever someone tells you 
something is impossible, remember it is spelled “I – m (am) – 
possible.”

Now write the word “disability = disability.”

Explain to students that whenever they see disability, there 
is also ability. Share an article or short video about someone 
with a disability that accomplished great things.

• Have students write about a time when they may have 
offended or hurt someone’s feelings, even by accident. Have 
them recall their actions or the words they used. Have them 
reframe their actions or words to be less hurtful or offensive, 
after considering the other’s feelings.

• Have students brainstorm a list of questions to ask themselves 
before posting pictures or information on social media. 
Questions should provoke thoughts about how others’ 
feelings might be affected by the post.

• Hold formal or informal debates on a variety of issues. Point 
out that there may be many different perspectives on a single 
issue and that there is often no one correct answer.

• Have students identify the different aspects that make up 
someone’s culture (i.e., language, religion, clothing, food 
choices, beliefs, values). 

• Create opportunities for students to talk about their culture 
or background, or bring in artifacts that highlight their culture 
or background.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Work with students to create partner or group rules that allow 
for collaboration and consideration of all viewpoints. 

• Create opportunities for students to learn about the 
backgrounds of other classmates. Encourage students to pick 
a partner or group members they do not know when working 
on class projects.

• Provide daily opportunities for students to identify at least 
one thing for which they are grateful. Create a class list of 
these and post it in the classroom.

• Have students think about a time when they were challenged 
or stressed. Have them consider if the things they were 
grateful for before were still there during the challenging time.

• Explain the limitations of gratitude. This analogy might be 
helpful: 

Gratitude is like a flashlight, it can help someone get through 
a dark time; however, it is not an escape hatch.

It is important when discussing past challenges or negative 
experiences, to avoid suggesting that children “look on the 
bright side,” as this can be dismissive. Gratitude is not about 
dismissing or ignoring uncomfortable emotions, struggles, 
or difficulties. When students find themselves on a difficult 
road or journey, gratitude cannot provide them an exit ramp; 
however, it can help them stay centered so they can navigate 
through.

• Journal Prompt or Group Question: How has a stressful event 
shaped who you are today?
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Consider the historical events surrounding the first 
Thanksgiving. Thanksgiving was born and grew out of hard 
times. The first Thanksgiving took place after nearly half 
the Pilgrims died from a rough winter and year. It became a 
national holiday in 1863 in the middle of the Civil War and 
was moved to its current date in the 1930s following the 
Great Depression. These are critical moments of struggle and 
hardship in our nation’s history. Have students discuss and 
hypothesize why gratitude was something prioritized and 
celebrated.

• At the end of the week, have students think back on the 
good things that occurred. Ask them to write these down 
and reflect on why they went well. Can they identify what 
strengths they or others showed?

Regularly recognizing three good things can increase the 
meaning in them. When you slow down to look at the details, 
you have a greater appreciation for the small things that 
matter.

• Have students discuss this quote and reflect on their own 
experiences.

“So often in life things that you regard as an impediment turn 
out to be great good fortune.” -Ruth Bader Ginsburg
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SOCIAL AWARENESS (SoA2)

SoA2: Demonstrate the ability to understand broader historical and social contexts’ impact on humanity� (Citizenship)

a) I can recognize that all people (including myself) have certain advantages and disadvantages in society based on who they 
are and where they were born�

b) I can recognize that my conscious and unconscious biases affect my interactions with others�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Discuss several examples of advantages and 
disadvantages that certain members of our 
society experience and explain why they 
occur. (a)

• Evaluate the impact of inequity and injustice 
on individuals and/or social groups. (a)

• Independently explain what conscious and 
unconscious bias is and how it affects us. (b)

• Provide several examples of conscious and 
unconscious biases and identify places 
where it exists in society. (b)

• Reflect on specific situations where our 
conscious and unconscious biases affect 
our decision-making, actions, and/or 
interactions with others. (b)

• Have students compare the government definition 
of poverty with the actual costs of living in their own 
communities. They come to see that someone can work  
full-time and still live in poverty.

• Have students research examples of system inequality or 
injustice and select one that they feel passionately about. 
Then have students create an infographic, presentation, 
speech, or flyer explaining it to their class. Examples of topics 
may include:

o The Poverty Cycle

o Access to Advanced Coursework in Secondary Schools

o Access to Health Care

o Wage Gap

o Access to Home Ownership

• Have students generate examples (i.e., from media, literature, 
history, experience) of people experiencing advantage or 
disadvantage based on who they are or where they were born. 
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Discuss voting rights with a whole group or small group 
pop-quiz on voting rights. Some questions may include the 
following:

o How old must you be to vote?

o What requirements are there for voting other than age?

o When did citizens get the right to vote?

o What are your state’s voting requirements?

o Why do you think people vote?

o Why do you think people choose not to vote?

During the activity, refrain from correcting responses if they 
are wrong; include any conflicting or multiple responses. Have 
students read an article on voting rights or research voting 
rights to evaluate and correct their responses.

• Use nonfiction books and historical events to explore inequity 
and injustice in our society. Have students consider (through 
writing or discussion) the impact of those events on certain 
social groups.

• Facilitate cause-effect analysis of historical and/or modern 
examples of stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination.

• Explore the brain science relative to implicit bias. Reinforce 
that everyone has biases but that it is possible to acknowledge 
them and reduce their impact.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Teach students how to detect biases in the media. Provide 
a variety of primary source titles and pictures (i.e., from 
various news sources, webpages, social media) to facilitate 
examination of how the media uses words and images to 
perpetuate stereotypes and biases in order to influence 
the audience. Explore ways to fact-check news stories to 
determine their credibility.

• Generate a list of headlines that are disguised as news but 
most likely include content that is inaccurate or biased. Talk 
about how you can spot “fake news” by looking for certain 
features. Be careful to use headlines that do not reinforce your 
own political views. By generating your own examples you can 
avoid using the names of politicians (replace the name with 
the office). The following are a few example headlines:

o President Tells Cabinet, “He Quits!”

o Secret Meeting with Radical Leaders!

o Warning: The Government is Stealing Your Money!

• Have students examine situations where their biases affected 
their interactions with someone else. Have students consider 
different ways of handling the situation.
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SECTION 4: 
RELATIONSHIP 
SKILLS



OVERVIEW AND EDUCATOR’S NOTES: RELATIONSHIP SKILLS

DEVELOPMENTAL AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS:
• Students are at the stage of life where they are forming their own identities and may be much more dependent on the 

thoughts and opinions of friends and peers than family members or other adults.
• Social identity is a major focus of most adolescents as they begin to explore their place in the world and learn to manage 

changing relationships, responsibilities, and roles.
• Changes in a teen’s physical and cognitive development come with big changes in their relationships with family and friends.  

Teens want more independence and increased emotional distance between them and their parents. A teen’s focus often shifts 
to social interactions and friendships (Stanford Children’s Health).

• During the teenage years, a new understanding of one’s self occurs. This may include changes in the following self-concepts: 
independence, identity, and self-esteem.

• Given the receptive and expressive difficulties experienced by many students with language-based learning differences, 
relationship skills can be complex to learn, develop, and practice. Relationship skills are the foundation for appropriate 
engagement with peers and mentors. Because these skills are interdependent and build on each other, it is important that 
instruction follow a systematic approach. Providing scripts and scenarios will give students with language-acquisition support 
to know how to respond (Landmark Outreach).

• Some English Language Learner (ELL) students may only feel comfortable, at first, with other students, or adults, who speak or 
are familiar with their language. It may take them more time to explore relationships with others.

EDUCATOR BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
Greater Good in Education explains, “Most people would agree that few things impacted their school lives as much as their 
relationships with their peers—friends, acquaintances, or otherwise. Peer relationships play an important role in children’s 
school lives, and relationships with peers become even more influential as children enter adolescence. Relationship skills are the 
ability to build positive relationships, especially with diverse individuals and groups, using a variety of methods such as active 
listening and communication and conflict resolution skills. These skills also include the ability to resist pressure and to seek out 
and offer help.” Additionally: 

• Research on positive peer relationships often distinguishes between friendship and peer acceptance. High-quality 
friendships involve not only companionship but also caring, validation, and support. In addition to playing together, good 
friends feel comfortable opening up to each other and are motivated to resolve conflicts that arise.

• Peer acceptance, sometimes referred to by researchers as popularity, focuses on how much students like or like to play with 
their classmates, and has been found to affect students’ sense of belonging in school and their academic achievement.

• Students should be able to seek and offer help in both academic and social situations, considering place, tone, responses, and 
other factors before responding.
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• Supporting adolescent risk taking and relationship building can increase adolescents’ motivation to learn and even improve 
their ability to learn. 

• “Digital technologies, such as computers, the internet, social media, and smartphones, have dramatically changed the 
way individuals learn, play, and interact with each other. Their impacts may be greatest for adolescents who are young 
enough to embrace novelty and old enough to master the technologies” Science of Adolescent Learning: Risk Taking, 
Rewards, and Relationships.

• Teachers who provide opportunities for peer feedback enhance student learning as well as social skills.
• To effectively receive feedback, there must be a high level of trust in the relationship. This is true for teacher-to-student 

relationships as well as peer-to-peer. John Spencer summarizes the “feedback and trust relationship” in the following YouTube 
video: Feedback and Trust Grid.

• Relationship skills through an equity lens means that adults and students can navigate cultural differences, form relationships 
with people from different backgrounds in a way that honors their culture, and solve problems across race, culture, gender, and 
social lines.

SELF-REFLECTION
• Studies show that if a teacher holds a negative view of their relationship with a student, that student is less likely to succeed 

academically and to show prosocial (e.g., kind, helpful) behavior in later years. How am I fostering positive relationships with 
my students?

• Teachers who are knowledgeable of which peer groups students are a part of help to create a school environment where 
students feel they belong and are safe from bullying. How can I become more aware of my student’s social circles?

• How can I model active listening during my interactions with students and colleagues?
• How can I intentionally improve my relationships with colleagues?
• How can I provide students the opportunity to give me feedback so that I can appropriately model how to receive it?
• How can I establish structures in my classroom that allow for peer-to-peer feedback?
• How can I establish a relationship of trust with my students so that I can effectively provide both affirming and 

constructive feedback?
• How can I establish a level of trust among classmates so that peer feedback can be effectively delivered and received?
• How can I improve my ability to handle conflict inside and outside of the classroom?
• How can I create opportunities for students to work in diverse groups to cultivate relationships and practice their 

relationship skills?
• Take a communication style self-assessment to determine which of the following styles you align with: analytical, 

intuitive, functional, or personal. Consider how this style impacts your relationships with adults and students (i.e., both 
positively and negatively).

• Am I prepared to facilitate courageous conversations with my students around topics that may cause discomfort or 
disagreement?
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VERTICAL ALIGNMENT
Grades 7-8 

• ReS1: 7-8a, I can explain how my interactions directly impact my reputation and relationships (including interactions on social and digital media).
• ReS1: 7-8b, I can recognize the nonverbal communication of others to improve my listening skills.
• ReS1: 7-8c, I can outline and practice the use of conflict resolution skills to solve a problem peacefully.
• ReS1: 7-8d, I can identify causes that matter to me and how I can advocate or take action for change.

• ReS2: 7-8a, I can advocate for my role within a group as well as for the inclusion of others.
• ReS2: 7-8b, I can identify a relationship-building skill that I would like to improve.
• ReS2: 7-8c, I can identify characteristics of positive and negative relationships.
• ReS2: 7-8d, I can offer and receive constructive feedback.

Grades 11-12 
• ReS1: 11-12a, I can modify my communication and listening skills to improve my interactions with peers, adults, and community to support and achieve 

common goals.
• ReS1: 11-12b, I can use strategies to resolve differences.
• ReS1: 11-12c, I can independently use conflict resolution skills to solve problems peacefully.
• ReS1: 11-12d, I can make ethical decisions about when and how to take a stand against bias and injustice in my everyday life or community and will do so 

despite negative peer or group pressure.

• ReS2: 11-12a, I can demonstrate collaboration in a group setting by valuing different and diverse perspectives, abilities, backgrounds, and cultures as we 
work toward a common goal.

• ReS2: 11-12b, I can independently adapt behavior based upon peer feedback and self-assessment.
• ReS2: 11-12c, I can identify ways to navigate unhealthy relationships.
• ReS2: 11-12d, I can apply constructive feedback to strengthen connections and achieve common goals.

“Alone we do so little. Together we do so much.”
–Helen Keller
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RELATIONSHIP SKILLS (ReS1)

ReS1: Apply verbal and nonverbal communication and listening skills to interact with others, form and maintain positive 
relationships, and resolve conflict constructively� (Communication)

a) I can actively listen and engage in positive interactions to make connections to build understanding with peers, adults, and 
community to support and achieve common goals�

b) I can explain how active listening strengthens my ability to form and maintain positive relationships�

c) I can use conflict resolution skills to solve problems peacefully�

d) I can discuss how to stand up to exclusion, prejudice, and discrimination, even when it’s not popular, nor easy, or when no 
one else does�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Discuss the impact of active listening skills 
on interactions with others. (a, b)

• Identify important considerations before 
interacting with others. (a)

• Demonstrate active listening and positive 
interaction skills when collaborating with 
peers during class activities. (a)

• Analyze the benefits of active listening on 
their interactions and relationships with 
others. (b)

• Understand the relationship between 
empathy and active listening. (b)

• Teach students that active listening is more than just hearing 
someone it is truly listening. Read the following sentences 
about active listening and have students discuss each follow-
up question:

o Active listening involves attentively seeking to understand 
a speaker’s message, rather than passively hearing the 
words that a speaker says. What do you think it means to 
passively hear someone? How do you seek to understand 
someone’s message?

o Active listeners provide verbal and nonverbal feedback 
to show their sincere investment in what the speaker is 
sharing. What does it mean to be sincere? How can you 
provide verbal and nonverbal feedback?

o Active listening can help to build trust within a 
conversation, thereby allowing the speaker to 
communicate more easily, openly, and honestly. How can 
you improve your active listening skills?
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Identify times when active listening 
comes naturally, as well as times when it is 
challenging. (b)

• Recognize and apply strategies to resolve 
competing ideas and interests. (c)

• Examine and differentiate strategies for 
conflict resolution. (c)

• Apply and evaluate strategies for conflict 
resolution. (c)

• Discuss how someone’s background 
experiences, values, or beliefs impact their 
position on an issue. (d)

• Understand and recognize micro-
aggressions and how they impact others. 
(d)

• Identify opportunities to take a stand 
against bias and injustice. (d)

• Discuss both the positive and negative 
repercussions of taking a stand against bias 
and injustice. (d) 

• Discuss and determine safe and productive 
ways to respond to others who may 
disagree or resist advocacy. (d)

o When seeking to understand the speaker’s message 
and showing sincerity, active listeners can strengthen 
relationships with others. How can active listening 
strengthen their relationships?

o As a closing to this discussion, consider creating a 
classroom visual that reminds students what it means 
to be an active listener. Then, during future classroom 
discussions remind students to employ these skills.

• Have students practice their active listening skills with a 
partner. Have each student listen to a partner for one full 
minute without speaking. At the end of the minute, have them 
paraphrase what they heard.

• Consider conducting empathy interviews with your students. 
A typical empathy interview protocol has four to eight open-
ended, story-based questions. Use question stems such as:

o Tell me about a time when….

o Tell me about the last time you….

o What are your best/worst experiences with...?

o Can you share a story that would help me understand 
more about...?

These questions should be followed by open-ended prompts 
like, “Tell me more,” “Why?” “What were you feeling then?” 
The Empathy Interview Toolkit can help ensure that your 
protocol is as unbiased as possible and creates a comfortable 
space for the conversation.

• Ask students to take a character or personality test and then 
write an essay on how their personality may influence their 
actions and interactions with others.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

There are multiple free tests available online. (Be sure to 
complete any test to review its content prior to giving to 
students.) Examples:

o Truity

o Human Metrics

o 16 Personalities

o True Colors Personality Test (PDF)

o Printable Personality Quiz for Teens (PDF)

o Big Five Personality Test

• Create a visual that represents the steps for resolving conflict. 
Then, take time to discuss each step and have students discuss 
how they would accomplish it, or allow them to role-play 
using imaginary conflicts. There are many different Conflict 
Resolution Models to select from but here is one from The 
Social Emotional Workshop that you can use if you consider it 
appropriate for your students. 

Step One: Cool Off. We have to make sure our 
uncomfortable emotions are in check and we are able to 
think clearly before trying to solve a problem.

Step Two: Share and Listen. Each student has an 
opportunity to explain the problem while the other 
listens. To encourage active listening to understand the 
other student’s perspective, have students paraphrase 
what the other student said.

Step Three: Take Responsibility. Once students have shared 
their perspective about the conflict, they need to take 
responsibility for their actions. In many instances, students 
each have some part of the responsibility, even if not equal.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

Step Four: Brainstorm Solutions. Given what the students 
heard from each other and the responsibility they took, they 
now need to brainstorm solutions that are agreeable. It can 
be helpful to start the discussion with some suggestions, but 
it is best if this really comes from the students.

Step Five: Choose a Solution. Have students cross off 
solutions that are not okay to both of them. They also 
cross off solutions that will not prevent future problems. 
Have them consider, when this happens again, do 
you think this solution will work? Finally, have them 
choose the solution together they think will be the most 
successful. Find the win-win.

Step Six: Affirm, Forgive, or Thank. You could stop things 
at Step Five, depending on the situation, but there is 
a lot of power in giving students the option to affirm, 
forgive, or thank. An apology should never be forced or 
demanded here because sometimes the students are not 
ready and/or the situation does not need it. 

Affirm. This focuses on acknowledging what 
happened and encouraging their partner to do the 
same.

Forgive. If it makes sense, the students can 
forgive someone if they have apologized or taken 
responsibility for something specific.

Thank. The student can acknowledge the time and 
effort it takes resolving conflicts.

• Encourage students to use conflict resolution strategies and 
provide authentic feedback.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Define potential responses to conflict (e.g., avoidance, 
compromise, accommodation, competition, collaboration) and 
provide examples for students to examine from current events, 
history, science, news media, social media, literature, film, etc. 
Challenge students to evaluate the effect of the choice, and 
predict if those involved could have made other responses.

• Teach students to value their words and recognize the 
importance of them. Discuss and display the acronym THINK 
in your classroom.

Before you speak…THINK!

T - is it true?
H - is it helpful?
I - is it inspiring?
N - is it necessary? 
K - is it kind?

• As a personal reflection activity, have students consider what 
values and beliefs are important to them. Encourage students 
to construct a persuasive speech about why that value or 
belief is important.

• As a personal reflection activity, have students consider 
what background experiences influence their strengths, 
values, and beliefs.

• Explain and discuss the definition of micro-aggression with 
students.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

“Micro-aggression is a term used for commonplace daily 
verbal, behavioral or environmental slights, whether 
intentional or unintentional, that communicate hostile, 
derogatory, or negative attitudes toward stigmatized or 
culturally marginalized groups.” 

(Sue, D. W., & Capodilupo, C. M. 2008)

• Give students examples of common micro-aggressions. 
Have them identify whom they harm and how they could be 
interpreted. Below are some possible examples.

o No, where are you really from?

o That’s so gay.

o That’s retarded.

o You don’t even seem Black.

o If you just ate healthier you could be skinny.

o You throw like a girl.

o You can succeed if you try hard enough.

o You are so well spoken for a Hispanic person.

• Discussion or writing prompt: When people discuss micro-
aggressions, a common response is that they are “innocent acts” 
and that the person who experiences them should “let go of 
the incident” and “not make a big deal out of it.” Do you agree 
or disagree with this point of view? Explain your reasoning.

• Review historical examples of prejudice, exclusion, and 
discrimination and some of the people that stood up against 
those practices. Lead students in a discussion about how 
people can take a stand against these practices. Have students 
consider the positive and negative feedback those people 
might have gotten for taking a stand.
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RELATIONSHIP SKILLS (ReS2)

ReS2: Demonstrate the ability to effectively collaborate and navigate relationships while valuing different and diverse 
perspectives, abilities, backgrounds, and cultures� (Collaboration)

a) I can develop techniques to collaborate with others by valuing, empowering, and encouraging different and diverse 
perspectives, abilities, backgrounds, and cultures�

b) I can adapt my behavior based on my own self-assessment�

c) I can identify ways to navigate unhealthy relationships�

d) I can apply constructive feedback to strengthen connections and achieve common goals�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Demonstrate curiosity when eliciting the 
perspectives or suggestions of others within 
a group. (a)

• Demonstrate leadership skills through 
active listening, inclusive actions, and 
words to thoughtfully consider the ideas, 
thoughts, and perspectives of others. (a)

• Identify culturally inclusive words and 
actions. (a)

• Identify the cues (verbal and nonverbal) 
from others that might encourage them to 
adapt their behavior. (b)

• Demonstrate the ability to adapt their 
behavior in a variety of settings or situations 
based on self-assessment. (b)

• Lead community-building activities through which groups 
of peers develop common goals. Create a process where all 
perspectives or feedback are encouraged, sought out, and heard.  

• Use team-based, collaborative teaching practices, such 
as cooperative learning and project-based learning, to 
provide students with opportunities to develop and practice 
communication, social, and assertiveness skills. Be very 
intentional to balance student groups so that natural leaders 
can inspire the others they are working with. 

• Create student groups. Provide discussion prompts to allow 
each group member to share how their experiences, culture, 
and values influence their perspective on various topics.

• Challenge students to examine current events, social issues, 
and historical events from different perspectives. 

• Have students routinely self-evaluate how well they interacted 
with others in a variety of situations or settings. Have them 
consider whether they received positive or negative feedback 
from their peers.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Differentiate healthy and unhealthy 
relationships by defining indicators of 
each. (c)

• Identify strategies and available resources 
to help deal with or resolve unhealthy 
relationships. (c)

• Recognize when and how to resist 
inappropriate pressures from others within 
the peer group. (c)

• Describe how constructive feedback can 
support growth and goal attainment. (d)

• Offer and receive constructive feedback 
when working on a team project or creating 
a product. (d) 

• After group activities, have students complete a self-
evaluation of themselves and the other members of their 
group. Possible performance measures could include:

o Participated in discussion

o Positive attitude

o Contributed to work

o Stayed on task

o Inclusive of others’ ideas

• Create a classroom agreement. This is an agreement between 
you and the students with the goal of creating a positive 
and welcoming classroom culture. Alongside your students, 
discuss classroom norms that will establish a safe, inclusive, 
and collaborative environment where everyone is able to 
succeed, learn, and grow.

• Revisit social cues and discuss how we may need to change 
our own behavior when we receive certain cues or feedback 
from others.

• Ask students to respond to a journal prompt and then share 
in pairs, or in small groups, about the differences between 
healthy and unhealthy relationships.

• Lead a group discussion to examine ways to navigate 
unhealthy and/or negative relationships. Have students 
brainstorm what they could do if they find themselves in an 
unhealthy relationship.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Have students generate a list of positive and negative peer 
pressure examples. Discuss how to navigate situations of negative 
peer pressure. Allow students to share how they have coped or 
addressed situations of negative peer pressure in the past. 

• Writing or discussion prompt: Create an infographic, 
presentation, poster, or brochure for a middle school student 
on identifying negative peer pressure and responding to it.

• Identify what makes feedback constructive and discuss ways 
to deliver feedback that promotes growth and improvement. 
Also, discuss ways to respond to constructive feedback.

• For ongoing class projects or assignments, develop accountability 
partners and include regular check-ins that include protocols 
for transparent and constructive feedback including the 
benefits, consequences, and opportunities for improvement.

• Model and teach how to give and receive constructive 
feedback. Consider using the feedback models below.

SPARK Feedback Model: The SPARK (Specific, Prescriptive, 
Actionable, Referenced, and Kind) acronym can be used to 
remember what constitutes quality feedback. For feedback to 
be useful to a writer, it should meet as many of the following 
criteria as possible:

Specific: Comments are linked to a discrete word, phrase, 
or sentence.

Prescriptive: Like a medical prescription that aims to solve 
an ailment, prescriptive feedback offers a solution or strategy 
to improve the work, including possible revisions or links to 
helpful resources or examples.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

Actionable: When the feedback is read, it leaves the peer 
knowing what steps to take for improvement.

Referenced: The feedback directly references the task 
criteria, requirements, or target skills.

Kind: It is mandatory that all comments be framed in a kind, 
supportive way.

TAG Feedback Guide and Sentence Starters: Use the TAG 
system for peer feedback. Create a visual to hang in your 
classroom all year as a reference when students are providing 
each other feedback. The acronym TAG spells out the 
following:

o T: Tell something you liked.

• The strongest part of your work was....

• I could really connect with....

• I really enjoyed… because....

o A: Ask a question.

• Why is...?

• Did you consider...?

• How did you...?

o G: Give a positive suggestion.

• One suggestion would be....

• One problem I see....

• I am confused by....
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SECTION 5: 
DECISION- 
MAKING



OVERVIEW AND EDUCATOR’S NOTES: DECISION-MAKING

DEVELOPMENTAL AND CULTURAL CONSIDERATIONS:
• Research has found that adolescents find it more difficult to control impulsive behaviors if they are with their peers or if high 

emotions are involved (Peer Pressure: Its Influence on Teens and Decision Making).
• Adolescence is a time of greatly increased impulsivity, sensation seeking, and risk-taking. One aspect of risk behavior in 

adolescents appears to be an apparent inability to match their behavior to the likely rewards (or punishments) that might 
follow. Therefore, just increasing the reward may not have the desired effect. Instead, try to give young adolescents as much 
information as possible about an upcoming decision. This could help redress the imbalance between cognition and motivation 
(Brain Scans Reveal Why Rewards and Punishments Don’t Seem to Work on Teenagers, Scientific American).

• Metacognition is the awareness and understanding of one’s own thought processes. Research shows that most growth of 
metacognitive ability happens between ages 12 and 15. When teachers cultivate students’ abilities to reflect on, monitor, and 
evaluate their learning strategies, young people become more self-reliant, flexible, and productive (Metacognition: Nurturing 
Self-Awareness in the Classroom, Edutopia). This is vital for students to thrive in college, in their careers, and in life-long 
learning (The Power of Metacognition).

• By age 16, most teens are developing the ability to think abstractly, deal with several concepts at the same time, and imagine 
the future consequences of their actions. This type of thinking in a logical sequence continues to develop into adulthood and 
can become compromised when experiencing intense or uncomfortable emotions (C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital).

• Brain studies show the frontal lobe, which is responsible for decision-making, impulse control, sensation-seeking, emotional 
responses, and consequential thinking, does not finish developing until our early to mid-20s (Development of the adolescent 
brain: implications for executive function and social cognition).

• Adolescents with learning disabilities often face difficulty in executive functioning skills, such as organizational and planning 
abilities, mental flexibility, and task initiation. These executive functioning skills are fundamental to making effective decisions 
and choices. For example, mental flexibility is critical to being able to examine an array of options before choosing or deciding 
on one. Students need to be aware of multiple options from which to choose before they are able to make an informed choice. 
Planning and task initiation are critical to acting on a choice or decision once it has been made (Teaching Decision Making to 
Students with Learning Disabilities by Promoting Self-Determination).

• Some students with disabilities may have difficulty when presented with too many choices. Teachers can help students avoid 
becoming too overwhelmed by narrowing down the options.

• When working with ELs, it is important to recognize that in some cultures, families influence their student’s decision-making 
process. These students may struggle to form personal responsibility for decision-making that is contrary to their family’s process.

• Given all of the challenges that adolescents may experience in regards to decision-making, we cannot forget that the period 
of adolescence is all about making decisions. They need space to make decisions and choices, get them wrong or fail, and find 
support from a caring and helpful adult.
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EDUCATOR BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE:
• Greater Good in Education explains decision-making as, “The ability to make caring and constructive choices about how to 

behave, based on consideration of ethical standards (i.e., benefits and consequences for personal, social, and collective 
well-being) as well as relevant social norms and safety concerns.” Additionally, the concept of decision-making is closely 
tied to other core competencies. For example, to do the right thing by standing up to friends who are mistreating others, 
a student needs to be in touch with their own values (i.e., self-awareness) and be able to regulate conflicting emotions 
(i.e., self-management). They also need to be able to empathize with those affected (i.e., social awareness) and resist peer 
pressure to join in (i.e., relationship skills).

• In order for students to effectively make thoughtful decisions, they must develop competency with the following skills: 
 ◦ Identify the problem; 
 ◦ Analyze the situation;
 ◦ Consider ethical responsibility; 
 ◦ List potential outcomes and solutions;
 ◦ Select and try a possible solution; and
 ◦ Evaluate/reflect. 

• Students are faced with decisions every day, some small and some big. As educators, we can help them learn to make 
decisions that are both personally and socially responsible. The frontal cortex or the reasoning part of the brain is highly 
malleable during adolescence. Said differently, it is developmentally appropriate for adolescents to have challenges 
in making decisions based on sound reasoning and in thinking through the various consequences of their decisions or 
actions.  Educators must exercise patience when helping students reflect on their previous actions and the intended or 
unintended outcomes. 

• Dan Siegel’s video about the “Adolescent Brain” provides excellent background as to the “why” adolescents need caring 
adults to help them build and develop positive decision-making skills and strategies.

• “Students often come to class discussions with preformed opinions on many ethical issues. The challenging task 
for teachers is to help students learn to identify the facts of a case, recognize the underlying ethical dilemmas, and 
to understand the different perspectives involved. Most students lack familiarity with ethics as a discipline and 
consequently are unable to articulate their stance or participate in a reasoned discussion about ethical issues in science. 
The role of the teacher includes encouraging students in their personal decision-making process while helping them 
learn to listen respectfully to the positions of others, to overcome prejudices, and to communicate their dissenting 
opinions reasonably and effectively. In such an educational setting, students are empowered to apply the same kinds 
of ethical reflection and critical thinking to difficult situations they encounter elsewhere in their lives” (How to Have a 
Successful Science and Ethics Discussion, by Jeanne Ting Chowning).
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• According to Chowning, there are three key components to promoting effective discussions related to ethics: content and 
lesson strategies, a decision-making model, and a familiarity with ethical perspectives. These elements are represented in the 
image below.

SELF-REFLECTION
• Am I aware of the personal values and ethical standards that guide and influence my decision-making?
• Do I have a decision-making process that I routinely use?
• Do I model decision-making after analyzing information, data, and facts?
• How do I consider the perspectives of others when making decisions?
• How can I help students learn to make responsible decisions within the context of my course?
• How can I help students learn to reflect on past choices and make better decisions in the future?
• How can I support and help students make good decisions?
• How am I communicating my values and ethical messages to students in both explicit and implicit ways?
• How adept am I at identifying potential solutions for personal and social problems?
• How can I intentionally get to know my students’ story and their reality?
• Have I considered that some students are not given the same opportunities as others?
• How can I stay aware of social concerns or current events that are affecting my school community?
• When facing an issue, am I able to identify what is in my control, what is in my influence, and what is outside of my control?
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VERTICAL ALIGNMENT
Grades 7-8 

• DeM1: 7-8a, I can reflect on lessons learned from actual experiences to inform future practices.
• DeM1: 7-8b, I can demonstrate open-mindedness by evaluating how external factors can impact my decision-making.
• DeM1: 7-8c, I can compare and contrast possible outcomes of my decisions.

• DeM2: 7-8a, I can evaluate how my membership in multiple groups combine to make me who I am and that none of my individual groups on their own 
fully defines me.

• DeM2: 7-8b, I can evaluate how my decisions impact myself and others.

Grades 11-12 
• DeM1: 11-12a, I can demonstrate critical thinking skills to select an appropriate decision-making process to solve complex situations.
• DeM1: 11-12b, I can make constructive choices by considering the personal, interpersonal, and community impacts of my choices.
• DeM1: 11-12c, I can reflect on the outcomes of my decisions and determine if there are opportunities for improvement.

• DeM2: 11-12a, I can evaluate my post-secondary goals based on my own personal identity, ethical standards, and as a global citizen.

“What you do makes a difference and you have to decide 
what kind of difference you want to make.”

–Jane Goodall
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DECISION-MAKING (DeM1)

DeM1: Demonstrate the ability to evaluate, through reflection, the benefits and consequences of various actions within the 
decision-making process� (Critical Thinking)

a) I can adapt my decision-making process based on the context of a variety of situations and desired outcomes�

b) I can make reasoned judgements after analyzing information, data, and facts for both personal and social problems�

c) I can differentiate between possible short-term and long-term impacts of my decisions�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Consider ethical standards, safety concerns, 
and social norms as they impact decision-
making. (a, b)

• Evaluate the situation and desired 
outcomes to determine which decision- 
making process works best. (a)

• Identify and ask questions that clarify 
various points of view and possible 
outcomes when considering the best choice 
or solution. (b)

• Anticipate and evaluate the potential 
positive and negative consequences (on 
self, others, and community) of a choice or 
action prior to taking action. (b)

• Review the steps for solving a problem. Have students 
walk through the problem-solving steps using potential or 
hypothetical situations. Have students consider how their 
process may change given different situations or desired 
outcomes.

• Discussion or writing prompts to consider include:

o How do we learn social norms?

o When can social norms be harmful?

o How do norms differ by culture?

o When are social norms helpful?

o How do social norms impact our choices?

• When evaluating a text where social norms are present, 
have students analyze how these impacted characters’ 
choices. Alternatively, if reading a text that takes place in the 
past, discuss how social norms have changed overtime. For 
example, in Great Expectations by Charles Dickens, British 
society had many unwritten rules about behavior and what 
was considered proper.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Demonstrate consideration of the available 
factual information and data, as well as 
different points of view, before making 
a decision or coming to a conclusion in a 
variety of situations. (b)

• Include the potential short-term and long-
term consequences as part of the decision-
making process. (c)

• Have students read or listen to reports about current or 
historical events. Have students discuss how the problem 
was identified, how they made their decision, and what 
decision was made. Have students compare that process to 
the decision-making process they have learned. Have them 
consider how the outcome might have been different if they 
had used another decision-making process.

• Have students work in small groups to research different 
decision-making models and then create their own based on 
what they learned.

• Teach students the art of positive skepticism and being 
resourceful. Help them to develop the ability to look at 
multiple solutions to a single problem. When we teach kids to 
be skeptics—to require additional evidence before accepting 
a claim as true—we also teach them to be resourceful 
problem-solvers. Teachers can model positive skepticism in 
the classroom, teaching students to think like Galileo and 
Steve Jobs.

• Routinely encourage students to seek additional information 
any time they face a decision. Help them determine what 
information would be necessary to help make that decision. 
Provide authentic feedback about the process they use to 
arrive at the best solution.

• In a class meeting, have students discuss a problem facing their 
school or community and how they can take an active role in 
resolving the issue.

• Ask students to create a visual map or illustration of a decision 
they made, including a description or representation of the 
outcome, and potential areas for improvement.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Give students the opportunity to practice decision-making 
by incorporating student choice whenever possible. Before 
presenting choices, have students identify what they are 
hoping their outcome to be. For example, if you are allowing 
students to select their homework assignment ask them to 
evaluate the purpose of homework and what they will achieve 
by doing it. Listed below are a few possibilities where student 
choice can be easily incorporated.

Let students:

o choose the topic, book, prompt; 

o ask the questions;

o select their warm-up or review;

o choose the scaffolding;

o choose their test date;

o write one of the test questions;

o choose how they will practice a skill;

o assign their homework;

o choose the format; 

o choose their audience;

o choose their groups; and

o manage their projects.

Part of allowing choice is allowing for mistakes, reflection, and 
growth. Afterwards, ask students to reflect on their choices 
and if they would do things differently.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Allow students the responsibility and freedom to decide 
which tasks are best accomplished alone and which benefit 
from teamwork. Before beginning a class project, ask students 
who should do which tasks? Why? How might collaboration 
help or hinder the project’s outcome? When students take 
part in planning classroom projects, often done by teachers, 
they see firsthand what produces good outcomes. When the 
project is complete, ask students to evaluate what went well 
and what could have been done differently to improve the 
end result.

• Use literature to talk about the short- and long-term impacts of 
the choices that characters made. Discuss how these choices 
might impact the characters’ decisions in the future.

• Use examples from history to examine short- and long-term 
impacts of people’s decisions.

• Provide students with opportunities (i.e., through discussion 
or journaling) to apply decision-making skills to a variety 
of situations, such as when confronted with negative peer 
pressure or in work settings. Have students identify short- and 
long-term impacts of their potential decisions. Have students 
think about what their personal definition of success is. 

o What does success look like right now?

o What will it look like after they graduate?

o What will it look like when they are adults?

Discuss how these definitions of success can play a key role in 
their decision-making.
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DECISION-MAKING (DeM2)

DeM2: Demonstrate the ability to make ethical decisions as a global citizen and evaluate outcomes based on one’s own identity 
and the impact on humanity� (Citizenship)

a) I can understand that all my group identities and the intersection of those identities create unique aspects of who I am and 
influence my decisions�

b) I can apply ethical reasoning to consider multiple perspectives and evaluate societal practices�

ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

To be successful with this standard, students are 
expected to:

• Examine all of their group identities and 
recognize how the intersection of those 
identities makes them unique. (a)

• Discuss how the intersection of their 
multiple group identities influences their 
decisions. (a)

• Demonstrate the ability to consider 
personal responsibility, social norms, and 
ethical standards in making decisions. (b)

• Examine the importance of considering 
multiple perspectives when evaluating 
personal, interpersonal, community, and 
institutional impacts. (b)

• Analyze a variety of societal practices 
considering multiple perspectives. (b)

• Have students review literature to come up with a set of 
characters that differ in gender, race, socioeconomic status, 
language, religion, etc. Provide students with examples or 
scenarios of decisions that these characters may face and discuss 
how their identities have an impact on their day-to-day decisions.

• Have students think of a time that they had to make an 
important life decision. Have them consider the following:

o Whom did they ask for advice?

o What values or perspectives did they consider in their 
decision- making?

o Who were the people in their life that supported their 
decision?

o How do they think family and friends help us make 
decisions?

• Have students choose current or past events where a decision 
had to be made and there was an outcome. Discuss the 
potential rationale behind this decision and the potential 
motivations of the person or group of people who made the 
decision. Have students think about their multiple identities 
and where they stand on the issue.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Lead a discussion with students about their social media 
and how the information they receive on social media may 
influence their opinions and certain decisions they make. Have 
them think about the following:

o Whom do they follow? (i.e., friends, family, celebrities, 
news outlets)

o Do they follow people or news sources that have different 
opinions and perspectives? Why or why not?

o How do they think social media influences the 
opinions and decisions that people have and make in 
their daily lives?

• In discussion setting norms, teachers and students work 
together to create a set of discussion ground rules. Aspect of 
well-understood discussion norms can serve as a safety net for 
a difficult discussion. For example, if a discussion gets overly 
contentious at any time, one norm could be to stop (take a 
“time out”) and refer the class to the ground rules to assess 
whether rules have been upheld.

• Possible structures for ethical discussions include:

o Silent Debate: Two students debate an issue silently while 
writing their position and supporting arguments on a 
piece of paper that gets passed back and forth.

o Socratic Seminar: Participants work together to 
achieve a deeper understanding about the ideas and 
values in a text.

o Structured Academic Controversy: Groups of four 
students consider pro and con stances on an issue while 
working through a series of scaffolded steps to come to a 
decision about the issue.
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

o Chalk Talk: Students respond silently, in writing, to 
pictures, quotes, statements, and questions about an issue 
on large blocks of paper posted around the room.

• Have students create an identity map to visually display all the 
aspects of their identity. They can include information about:

o cultural background;

o talents;

o strengths;

o friends; and

o family.

• Next, have them list their:

o interests and hobbies;

o goals; and

o beliefs and values.

• Lastly, ask them to consider how their identity has influenced 
their decisions as they select their interests, hobbies, goals, 
beliefs, and values.

• Have students identify how social norms change in differing 
settings. For example, consider the social norms (unwritten 
rules) for voice level, language use, greeting, and personal 
space. How do these norms change in the following spaces: 
home, school, elevator, store, virtual spaces, or community 
spaces such as the sports field, restaurants, or pool?
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Lead a discussion with students about laws and/or rules 
(i.e., school, local, state, societal). Have them consider the 
following:

o Who was in charge of making these laws and rules?

o Are they fair to everyone that they apply to?

o Do they benefit one group or people more than others?

o How do they influence the choices and actions of the 
people who must follow them?

• Work with students to create a class contract about rules, 
expectations, and rewards. Discuss the importance of having 
multiple perspectives in the decision-making process so that 
all voices are heard and considered.

• Have students work on group projects where they examine 
a societal practice or historical decision. Have them examine 
the outcomes on certain people, the larger community, an 
institution, or society as a whole.

• After reading an article about a current or past event, have 
students consider the multiple perspectives surrounding the 
event. Help them to value all the voices and perspectives 
involved by explaining, “Just because you value it doesn’t 
mean you agree with it.”

• Writing prompt: What problem or issue do you want to 
solve when you grow-up? What or whom influenced you  
to select this?
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Have students complete a writing seed activity where they 
start each sentence with “I believe…” Afterwards allow 
students to share in pairs. Explain that they will hear some 
beliefs that are different from theirs and some that are the 
same. Discuss how students can accept and value differences 
through their words and actions.

• Have students consider the meaning of the following quote:

“Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a 
right to do and what is right to do.”

– Potter Stewart, U.S. Supreme Court Justice

• Have students discuss in writing or in small groups: “How do 
we determine what is right and wrong?”

• Define and generate examples of institutional impact, social 
impact, and personal impact with students.

Institutional impact refers to the effects (positive or 
negative) of institutional activities on individuals or society. 
For example, universities make an institutional impact 
through their role in the capacity building of students who 
eventually join the workforce or create businesses.

Personal impact is about the effect of an individual’s actions 
on other people (or other people on them) in an organization 
or in society. An individual has the potential to make a 
positive or negative impact on others.

Social impact refers to the effects (positive or negative) of 
activities, projects, and policies on society. It can also be 
defined as the effect of planned interventions to address 
identified social issues (Bloch 2012).
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Once students have an understanding of institutional, 
personal, and social impacts have them consider the following:

o How would you measure impact differently for the three 
types (personal, social, and institutional)?

o Which type of impact has had the largest impact on you? 
Which one do you value the most?

• Encourage students to think about what happens when 
people have differing ethics. Provide students with a list of 
situations that require ethical reasoning. Allow them to select 
one and complete a decision-making model to determine 
what they believe to be the best possible decision. Some 
potential examples could include the following:

o What should a student do if they see a classmate cheating 
on a test?

o A friend confided in you that they have started 
experimenting with drugs. What do you do?

o A stressed out honor student has plagiarized a term 
paper and been turned over to the school’s honor 
council. She is pleading with the council not to report 
her violation to the Ivy League university she is applying 
to. What should the council do?

o Jayden cringes every time he hears his friends use words 
like “retarded” or “gay” in a derogatory manner. Should he 
object when it happens, or should he let it pass so people 
will not think he is weird?

o You have been given the perfect summer job, thanks to a 
friend of the family. Then you find out that some of your 
co-workers (including some with families to support) 
make significantly less money than you do even though 
they have been there much longer. What should you do?
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ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND PROCESSES STRATEGIES

• Have students research one of the following careers and 
reflect on how ethical reasoning skills would be a necessary 
skill set:

o Clean energy engineer

o Bioethics consultant

o Ethical hacker

o Ethical international trade advisor

o Corporate social responsibility manager

o Executive director, non-profit

o Lawyer

o Social worker

o Animal welfare officer

o Housing and urban development specialist

• Have students use an ethical decision-making guide to 
evaluate a solution to a dilemma. The guide could include 
reflection on the following:

o Who will be helped?

o Who will be hurt?

o Benefits of your solution.

o Costs of your solution.

o Short-term effects.

o Long-term effects.
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR SEL IMPLEMENTATION

SEL Resource Library in GoOpenVA: 
A growing library of resources organized by 
grade bands and SEL Guidance Standards for 
implementation� 

VDOE SEL Webpage: 
This webpage includes additional 
resources, professional development 
opportunities and planning guides to 
advance SEL implementation at the 
classroom, school and division level�

https://goopenva.org/groups/?f.search=Social+Emotional+Learning
https://www.doe.virginia.gov/support/prevention/social-emotional/index.shtml
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